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All in our 
family
Nancy and Carroll O'Connor
A Seiko Quartz timepiece featuring 
a richly detailed three-dimensional 
re-creation of the University Seal, 
finished in 14 kt. gold.
Electronic quartz movement guaranteed 
accurate to within 
fifteen seconds per month.
The men’s and ladies’ leather strap wrist watches are 
$200 each; and the pocket watch with matching chain is 
$230. Shipping and handling is $5.75 per watch. On 
shipments to Pennsylvania, add 6% state sales tax.
A convenient interest-free payment plan is available through 
the distributor, Wayneco Enterprises, with five equal monthly 
payments per watch (shipping and handling and full Pennsyl­
vania sales tax, if applicable, is added to the first payment).
To order by American Express, MasterCard or Visa, please 
call toll free 1-800-523-0124. (Pennsylvania residents only 
call 1-800-367-5248). All callers should ask for operator 
648JM. Calls are accepted seven days a week from 9 a.m. to 
9 p.m. Eastern Time. To order by mail, write to: University of 
Montana Alumni Association, c/o P.O. Box 511, Wayne, PA 
19087 and include check or money order, made payable to 
“Official University of Montana Watch”. Credit card orders 
can also be sent by mail— please include full account number 
and expiration date. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.
Illustration enlarged. Actual diameters of watches are as follows: pocket watch 1-1/2", 
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10 UM Rounds ’Em Up 
By Mary Grove
This year UM’s great centennial bus tour took faculty, staff and students into 
communities in northcentral Montana.
12 Taking Montana to Brahms 
By Kathryn D. Hubbell
Now in its ninth year, the Vienna Residency Program gives UM Chamber Chorale 
members an opportunity to study music, art and history in Europe.
14 Montana’s  Maestro
By Paddy O’Connell MacDonald
John Lester, retired professor of music, has trained dozens of world-class 
performers during his career and is still giving lessons.
16 Birds of a Feather 
By Carol Susan Woodruff
Lee Metzgar, director of the wildlife biology program, is not only an uplifting 
professor; he is also the dean of hang gliding at UM.
18 Partners for a Century—Homecoming *89 
By Howard Skaggs
UM helped celebrate Montana’s centennial with a good old-fashioned parade and 
traditional festivities.
20  All in our Family
By Virginia Vickers Braun
In September UM graduate Carroll O’Connor won his fifth Emmy, his first as 
outstanding lead actor in a dramatic series. Carroll and Nancy Fields O’Connor, 
also a UM graduate, were interviewed in Conyers, Ga., where they film their 
new hit series “ In the Heat of the Night.”
26 Papa Bear, We’ll Miss You 
By Dave Guffey
After a twenty-three-year career in athletics at UM, Grizzly Athletic Director 
Harley Lewis resigned to take a position with the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association.
Cover: Photo by Virginia Braun. Nancy and Carroll O'Connor outside their home in Conyers,
Ga.
P le a se  help: If the person named on the address label has moved, could whoever has 
received this magazine send the Alumni Office that person's new address and phone number?
The Alumni address is listed at left.
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LETTERS
Investments questioned
I enjoy the publication and had a par­
ticular interest in the articles about 
scholarships on Pages 10 and 11 in the 
fall issue. When I read of the annual 
awards, I wondered about three things 
regarding investments returns:
•  Has the writer made an error?
•  Are the funds poorly invested?
•  Does the UM Foundation take an 
administrative fee?
An annual scholarship of $400-500 
from the Elizabeth Colton Endowment 
of $10,000 is less than the savings ac­
count rate at most banks and savings 
and loans. The annual income of about 
$2,250 from the Jestrab-Chaffee 
Memorial of $50,000 is only 4.5 per­
cent. Same thing on the Wickes 
Scholarship, with a return of 
$600-1,000 on $25,000.
I would think all of these should earn 
8.5 to 9 percent. What gives?
Dean H. Albert ’50 
Country Club Towers, No. 6 
1536 Meadowlark Drive 
Great Falls, MT 59404
Editor’s note: Last year the UM Founda­
tion endowment had a 14.5 percent total 
return on its investments. About 4.5 percent 
in interest and dividends was distributed.
Ten percent in gains was reinvested.
The Foundation endowment is made up of 
hundreds of separate funds established for a 
specific purpose in accordance with donors* 
desires. Endowments are held in perpetuity 
with only the produced income being used. 
These income distributions fund donor- 
specified purposes such as scholarships, 
faculty grants or equipment purchases. The 
reinvested gain increases the principal.
At first glance a 4.5-percent yield may 
seem low in comparison to money-market 
or passbook rates. However, investing for 
both yield and growth allows the income 
and principal to increase as the cost of liv­
ing and education rise over an extended 
period of time. The value of a $1,500 
scholarship today will not have the same 
impact ten years hence if the amount of the 
award cannot increase.
Although fluctuations in the economy, in­
terest rates and the stock market can cause 
the ratio between yield and gains to vary 
from year to year, the Foundation tries to 
maintain a consistent spending rate. This is 
typical for most college and university en­
dowments.
Alums respond generously
The response to our “ Give 10 for 
the Griz’’ letter has been phenomenal. 
As of Oct. 1, we had heard from more 
than 2,000 UM alums, and the letters 
continue to arrive.
Not only did most of those who 
responded send a contribution of at 
least $10, but many included letters of
support and personal anecdotes, which 
were a joy to read, about their days at 
the University.
While we weren’t certain how our 
appeal would be received by alumni in 
general, we were convinced there are 
large numbers of grads who would be 
eager to help. We were right. You 
didn’t let us down.
Rest assured that those of us 
associated with Grizzly athletics will 
work to maintain a program that will 
continue to make you proud and shed a 
positive light on the University in the 
eyes of the general public.
It’s been great hearing from so many 
Grizzlies across the nation. We hope to 
see many of you back on campus for a 
visit sometime in the future.
Dennis E. Lind *70, J.D. ’73, president 
Grizzly Athletic Association 
635 S. Sixth St. E.
Missoula, MT 59801
UM fares well vs. USC
Each issue o f the Montanan is like a 
breath of fresh air—which we sorely 
need in smog-laden Los Angeles. Your 
reporting of local academic news is as 
refreshing as the scent of pine trees 
evoked in my memory as I read each 
edition. And yet you speak globally as 
well, with your articles on foreign ex­
change students and the Mansfield con­
ferences focusing on international 
relations.
Of special interest to me recently was 
the photo of an exultant David 
Wheeler, Montana’s 24th Rhodes 
scholar. Having just read USC’s Trojan 
Family, which, with a feature and 
cover photo, gave lavish attention to 
the university’s sixth Rhodes scholar, I 
found the Montana vs. University of 
Southern California score incredible. 
That UM should surpass giant USC 
with such an impressive lead left me 
proud but perplexed.
I decided to seek an explanation from 
someone who, like me, would have a 
dual interest. I queried Cornelius Pings, 
USC’s provost and senior vice presi­
dent. Pings is a fellow Montanan, a 
native of Conrad.
His response was as follows:
•  Montana far outdistances its com­
petition among the schools in the 
geographic area in which it competes 
for Rhodes scholar selections.
•  USC has not aggressively sought 
out Rhodes scholars from its ranks.
There is much that has to be done in 
proposing a candidate, and USC has 
had other priorities.
Katherine Sire Bentley ’42, 
media coordinator 
University o f Southern California 
Los Angeles, CA 90007
Non-alum enjoys ‘Montanan’
In 1984 my wife and I made a small 
donation to your university in memory 
of a student, Christopher Parker. At 
the time of Chris’ death, his father was 
a member o f my dissertation committee 
at Rutgers University.
Since that time we have been receiv­
ing the Montanan and have apparently 
been placed on an alumni list. This has 
become somewhat ironic. Your 
magazine is so beautiful and excellently 
written that I ’ve often awaited its ar­
rival with anxious anticipation, -as I ’m 
sure many actual alumni do.
Thank you for allowing the memory 
of Chris to live on for so long in such 
a beautiful way.
Dr. Michael Beachem 
2A Hawthorne Court 
Old Bridge, NJ 08857
Slow growth has advantages
The Montanan gets better every year, 
and so, I think, does the University, in 
spite of financial stress that is beyond 
the understanding of someone from a 
more affluent section of our nation.
There is some solace for Montanans. 
You are not being savaged by the 
growth we have, although some will 
gladly choose to be savaged by growth 
rather than by depression.
The difference is that when the 
depression is over, Montanans will 
have a unique and valued resource that 
shortsightedness and overpopulation 
will have destroyed in some of the 
other beautiful parts of our nation.
Nancy is a Cal graduate, and we 
both read all the good stuff we get 
from Cal. She felt your fall issue was 
the best alumni issue from either school 
she’d ever read.
One of its strengths was the 
cohesiveness in most of the feature 
stories. I ’m proud to see the University 
give the Indians part of their due.
You and your staff do the University 
of Montana proud.
Bob ’58 and Nancy Higham 
3505 Wallace Road 
Santa Rosa, CA 45404
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Decked oat in their finest UN sweats, David Owen, executive vice president of the Missoula Area 
Chamber of Commerce, »«d Chamber President Beryl Stover test out the new track at Dornblaser 
Field. The Chamber borrowed $100,000 to help the University pay for the new state-of-the-art 
track, which cost $300,000 and is considered one of the best in the Northwest. The Chamber 
estimates the average track meet lasts three days and generates about $1 million dollars for 
the Missoula economy. Hie new track is composed of a base of urethane and black rubber granules, 
with a top coat of 100 percent urethane. The track is a cushy 1/2-lnch thick compared to most 
tracks, which are 3/8-inch thick.
Koch to leave 
UM next June
UM will lose one of its most 
energetic leaders when President James 
V. Koch becomes the new president of 
Old Dominion University on July 1, 
1990. Faculty, students and staff 
expressed surprise and sadness on Oct. 
10 when Koch announced his intention 
to leave UM. Koch and his wife,
Donna, were visibly moved as he 
described how difficult the decision was 
and how they changed their minds 
several times before accepting the 
offer.
“ My acceptance of the presidency of 
Old Dominion University is not a 
rejection of the University o f Montana. 
Indeed, the high regard with which the 
University of Montana is held was a 
primary factor in leading Old Dominion 
University to m e,”  Koch said. Koch 
had not applied for the job but was 
asked by a consulting firm to consider 
it.
Old Dominion is a public institution 
of 16,500 students with state support of
$53 million, about two and one-half 
times that o f UM. It has a current 
construction budget of $40 million, and 
an equal amount is planned. “ The 
outlook for future development and 
support is unusually bright,”  Koch 
said. The president’s salary, $130,000 
plus a house, car and other fringe 
benefits, is more than double Koch’s 
current UM salary o f $78,580.
Koch listed as the major 
achievements of his four-year term as 
UM’s president: enrollment growth, 
internationalization, fund raising, 
improved student services, 
retrenchment, the merger o f Western 
Montana College into UM, strong 
executive appointments, academic 
leadership, and the initiation of the 
Billings M.B.A. His failures, he said, 
were his inability to convince Montana 
citizens and legislators to provide more 
financial support for UM, lack of 
success in convincing other Big Sky 
Conference presidents to undertake cost 
control of athletics, and the precarious 




In fiscal year 1989, the University 
pulled in a record $8.75 million in 
external funding for research projects 
ranging from cultivating huckleberries 
to evaluating hazards at Superfund 
sites.
That figure represents a 24 percent 
increase over the previous year’s 
record of $6,666,423.
“ This places us in at least the upper 
5 percent of all public universities that 
don’t  have medical or engineering 
schools,”  Associate Vice President for 
Research Ray Murray says of the most 
recent report.
The record-high external funding is 
“ a remarkable tribute to our faculty, 
given the level of support we’ve been 
able to offer and the lack o f salary 
increments,”  President James Koch 
says. “ It’s also confirmation that the 
investment o f indirect-cost dollars 
Montana has made at UM definitely 
has paid o ff.”
UM’s sponsors include the National 
Endowment for the Humanities; 
National Science Foundation; National 
Institutes of Health; and U.S. Forest 
Service, Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Environmental Protection Agency, 
Bureau of Land Management, Bureau 
of Indian Affairs and the Education and 
Energy departments.
Besides funding research on topics 
like wolves, knapweed and services for 
developmentally disabled people, the 
sponsors support activities such as the 
Montana Writing Project, Taft Seminar 
for Teachers and UM Drug and 
Alcohol Prevention Program.
Mortar Board earns 
national recognition
Mortar Board Inc. has selected UM’s 
chapter as a Mortar Board Chapter of 
Excellence for the 1988-89 school year.
One of twenty-eight in the nation 
selected, UM’s Mortar Board chapter 
earned the recognition for demonstrat­
ing growth and commitment and 
upholding the ideals of scholarship, 
leadership and service. UM ’s chapter 
will receive a certificate at the Mortar 
Board National Conference July 22, 
and its name will be listed in an honor 
roll in Mortar Board’s magazine,
Forum.
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Repertoiy  Theatre’s 
‘Out West’ to tour
Montana Repertory Theatre, working 
with the editors o f the new anthology 
of Montana literature, The Last Best 
Place, has developed an original 
production for its 1990 tour. Titled Out 
West: Stories from the Big Sky, the 
production will be performed in 
Missoula from Jan. 31 through Feb. 5 
before embarking on a seven-state tour 
beginning in Helena on Feb. 7. The 
tour will conclude in Havre on April 8, 
following stops in Idaho, Wyoming, 
Colorado, Oregon and Washington.
Compiled by Jim Bartruff, director of 
the Montana Repertory Theatre, the 
production is described as a “ musical 
anthology,’’ which brings to the stage a 
chronicle of the West’s literary and 
musical heritage. Presented in two acts, 
the production features singers, 
dancers, actors, musicians and 
storytellers.
Featured writers include A.B.
Guthrie Jr., Jim Crumley, Wallace 
McRae, Charlie Russell, “ Teddy Blue” 
Abbott, Dorothy Johnson, Bill 
Kittredge, James Welch, Richard Hugo, 
Ripley Hugo and Grace Stone Coates. 
Featured songs include those written by 
John Denver, Jack Gladstone, Mark 
Staples, Bob Fletcher, Cole Porter,
Greg Keeler, Jim Salestrom and 
Margaret Harris.
See page 36 for the tour schedule.
UN opens office 
in downtown Billings
In September, the University opened 
an office in downtown Billings to serve 
eastern Montana alumni, contributors 
and prospective students. Monica 
Conrad Paoli ’80, former director of 
annual giving for the UM Foundation, 
is staffing the office.
Paoli will be involved in planning 
alumni events, scheduling UM faculty 
and administrators for speaking 
engagements, traveling throughout 
eastern Montana and providing 
information to prospective students. She 
also will be responsible for fund raising 
and donor research and cultivation. The 
office is located at 2817 Second Ave. 
North, #303 and will be open during 
business hours five days a week. The 
phone number is (406) 259-7866.
Funds for the office are being 
provided by the UM Foundation, 
Grizzly Athletic Association, Alumni 
Association and the Admissions Office.
“ We’ve been considering establishing 
a Billings office for several years 
because there are so many of our 
alumni in that area,” said President 
James V. Koch. “ We are eager to be 
able to forge closer ties with our good 
friends in eastern Montana.”
Phil Hess, radio- 
television professor, 
KUFM founder, dies
Phillip J. Hess, 53, died of cancer 
July 25 in Missoula. Hess had also 
suffered from multiple sclerosis for 
many years.




public radio station, 
KUFM.
“ I’m proudest of 
having my name 
with KUFM,”
Hess said during an 
interview with the Missoulian this 
spring. “ It’s a good station, always has 
been good, and I ’m awfully proud of 
it.”
By the time multiple sclerosis forced 
his retirement a year ago, Hess had 
taught the entire sequence of radio­
television courses offered by the School 
of Journalism, served as general 
manager of KUFM radio and the 
television production studio, and served 
as chairman of the school’s radio- 
television department. For more than 
ten years he was UM’s only full-time 
radio-television teacher.
“ Phil nurtured his fledgling station as 
if it were his baby, which—in a very 
real sense—it was,”  said journalism 
Dean Charles Hood. “ He was a master 
at writing grants. Without his help, 
KUFM wouldn’t have gotten the public 
broadcasting grants it needed to 
expand.”
Hess, said Hood, “ was full of fun 
and a great companion on trips, very 
smart, one of the world’s experts on 
1940s radio trivia, and he was an 
expert on Gilbert and Sullivan 
operettas.”
He also was instrumental in
establishing the Western Montana 
Radio Reading Service, was president 
of Summit and a member of the 
Montana State Board of Nursing and 
was on the executive board of 
Community Hospital.
Bom in Chicago on Oct. 2, 1935, 
Hess worked part time for a radio 
station in Chicago while in high school 
and for an Iowa City radio station 
while in college. He graduated with a 
radio-television degree from the 
University of Iowa in 1956, and 
secured his master’s in mass 
communications there in 1960.
He worked for television stations in 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and Portland, 
Ore., and as a free-lance news reporter 
and photographer in Portland before 
taking his first academic post as an 
instructor and production director for 
the University of South Dakota radio- 
TV-film department in Vermillion,
S.D., in 1960.
In the fall of 1962 he came to UM to 
establish a radio station as part of the 
journalism curriculum. KUFM went on 
the air in early 1965.
Hess is survived by his widow, Mary 
Lou Furman Hess, a daughter, two 
sons and two grandchildren.
Lecture hall renamed 
for Nobel laureate
The University has renamed the 
Underground Lecture Hall the Harold 
d .  Urey Lecture Hall.
Urey, who received his bachelor’s 
degree in chemistry from UM in 1917, 
won the Nobel Prize in 1934 for 
discovering heavy hydrogen, or 
deuterium. He is credited with major 
contributions to space exploration and 
with scientific explanations for the 
evolution of the universe and origin of 
life.
After teaching chemistry at UM from 
1919 to 1921, Urey earned a doctorate 
in physical chemistry in 1923 at the 
University of California at Berkeley 
and taught at Johns Hopkins and 
Columbia universities. He received 
virtually every national and 
international chemistry award offered, 
as well as twenty-three honorary 
degrees. In 1935, UM awarded him an 
honorary doctor of sciences degree.
The building name change was 
authorized by the state Board of 
Regents.




A record 9,679 students enrolled at 
the University this fall quarter, 
breaking a previous record of 9,371 set 
in fall 1983.
This fall’s enrollment exceeded last 
fall’s by 800 students and reflects a 9 
percent increase, according to Registrar 
Phil Bain. Bain also pointed out that 
increases were largely at the freshman 
and sophomore levels. “ That is very 
positive because we can expect 
enrollments to carry over in future 
years,’’ he said.
“ I attribute the rising enrollments to 
efforts by everyone at the University,’’ 
said President James V. Koch. “ Our 
recruiting efforts have yielded positive 
results, and faculty and student services 
personnel are working hard to retain 
students already enrolled.’’
The University had anticipated 
increased enrollments as early as last 
February, and President Koch advanced 
funds to hire new faculty at that time, 
according to James Flightner, dean of 
the College of Arts and Sciences. 
Flightner also noted that during the 
summer it became obvious that 
enrollment would be high.
“ The president gave us additional 
money to add sections, with the result 
that this fall freshmen had little 
difficulty getting into basic courses. So,
in spite of larger enrollments, there 
was less frustration,’’ Flightner said. 
He estimated that fifteen sections were 
added in English, at least ten in 
mathematics, three in Spanish and six 
in humanities.
Bain also noted upward trends in 
enrollment among junior, senior and 
graduate students and in all academic 
disciplines.
lit the news
It seems the University is getting 
more and more national coverage these 
days. The following appeared in the 
November 1989 issue of the Reader’s 
Digest:
My sister’s anatomy class at the 
University of Montana in Missoula was 
discussing muscle groups. The 
instructor explained that the quadriceps, 
the muscles at the front of the thigh, 
straighten the leg, while the 
hamstrings, located in the back of the 
upper leg, move the hips and knees. 
Next came the largest muscle in the 
body: the gluteus maximus—better 
known as the derriere. He asked the 
class what its function was. From the 
back of the room a male voice replied, 
“ It turns the head.”  Contributed by 
Roxelle M. Schuff. {Reader’s Digest 
Copyright ©  1989 by the Reader’s 
Digest Assn., Inc.)
Vic Reinemer, right, talks with 
Charles Murray and Bill D.
Murray, grandsons of the late 
Sen. James E. Murray.
Library dedicates 
Murray Collection
The James E. Murray Collection was 
dedicated at Homecoming Oct. 6 at the 
K. Ross Toole Archives. Speaking at 
the dedication was Vic Reinemer of 
Helena, who was Murray’s secretary 
for five and a half years in 
Washington. Also present were two of 
Murray’s grandsons, Charles Murray 
’70 of Billings and Bill D. Murray of 
Butte, and their families.
In 1960 Murray, a U.S. Senator 
from Montana from 1935 to 1960, 
designated the UM library as the 
repository for his papers. The 
collection includes all of Murray’s 
correspondence, copies of the bills he 
sponsored, his speeches and writings, 
and clippings accumulated by his 
office.
During his twenty-six-year career in 
the Senate, Murray earned a reputation 
as a progressive New Deal liberal. He 
supported such New Deal measures as 
Social Security and the National Labor 
Relations Act, and in the 1950s 
sponsored bills calling for full 
employment, national health insurance, 
anti-discrimination, equal pay for 
women, civil rights, wilderness and 
federal aid to education. Many of the 
bills he introduced failed to pass during 
his tenure but later became law. He 
also introduced the Alaska and Hawaii 
statehood bills that passed in 1959. 
During the Eisenhower years, he was 
chairman of the Senate Interior 
Committee.
A native o f St. Thomas, Ontario, 
Canada, Murray was the son of Irish 
immigrants. He was named for his 
wealthy uncle, James A. Murray of 
Butte, who financed his nephew’s 
education at New York University Law 
School and persuaded him to become a 
U.S. citizen and establish his legal 
practice in Butte. There, he met and 
married Viola Edna Horgan, and the 
couple had six sons. Surviving are 
Charles Murray, who was a senator for 
twenty years, and W .D. Murray of 
Butte, a federal judge.
In declining health, Murray retired 
from office in 1960. He died within 
four months of leaving the Senate.
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Distinguished alumni honored at Homecoming
The University honored six 
outstanding alumni at the traditional 
Singing on the Steps ceremony Oct. 6 
in front of Main Hall.
Distinguished Alumni Awards, given 
annually to graduates who “ have 
brought honor to the University, the 
state or the nation,’’ were presented to 
educator Helen Marie Carlson; 
broadcast journalist Reid Collins; 
geologist George Ericksen; physician 
Thomas (Pat) Hayes; and educator 
Joseph McDonald. Journalist Debra 
Lou McKinney received a Young 
Alumni Award.
Helen Marie Carlson of San 
Bemadino, Calif., earned a bachelor’s 
degree in English at UM in 1941 and 
master’s degree in educational 
administration at California State 
University at Sacramento in 1967.
A nationally recognized expert on 
teaching the deaf, she was a Fulbright 
exchange teacher in Austria and trained 
teachers for two years in Liberia as a 
Peace Corps volunteer.
An active volunteer, Carlson has 
worked with the California Literacy 
Campaign, is a member of the board of 
directors of the Highland District 
Council on Aging, and was named 
Volunteer of the Year by the California 
Conservation Corps in 1987. She’s also 
a published poet and past president of 
Toastmasters International.
Reid Collins, who began his 
journalism career in Missoula, spent 
twenty years as a CBS News 
correspondent and is now a 
Washington, D .C., anchor for CNN. A 
native of Casper, Wyo., Collins lived 
in Great Falls and Butte before 
attending UM, where he first studied 
pre-law and then English.
Collins’ CBS career included 
covering political campaigns, 
conventions and elections for CBS
News Radio and co-anchoring the radio 
network’s 1980 and 1984 election night 
coverage. He also reported on manned 
space flights, from the Mercury series 
in the early 1960s to the recent space 
shuttle flights.
In 1977, his coverage of Egyptian 
President Anwar Sadat’s historic trip to 
Israel won him the Overseas Press 
Club’s Ben Grauer Award. Other major 
foreign assignments included covering 
President Jimmy Carter’s visits to 
Egypt and Israel, President Ronald 
Reagan’s trip to China and Pope John 
Paul H’s trips to Poland.
Among the specials Collins anchored 
and wrote for the CBS Radio Network 
were reports on Martin Luther King 
J r .’s funeral, the Vietnam Peace 
Agreement and President Richard 
Nixon’s resignation. His coverage of 
President John Kennedy’s funeral while 
a correspondent for WNEW-AM in 
New York was made into the record 
album “ Four Years.’’
George Ericksen, an internationally 
recognized expert on South American 
geology, received a bachelor’s degree 
in geology from UM in 1946 and later 
earned two graduate degrees in the 
field: a master’s at Indiana University 
in 1949 and a doctorate at Columbia 
University in 1954.
A career employee with the U.S. 
Department of the Interior, Ericksen is 
based in Reston, Va. He’s a prolific 
writer, having published more than one 
hundred articles and abstracts, mainly 
on South America’s geology and 
mineral resources. He’s also presented 
papers and given lectures at symposia 
throughout the world.
His work has often been recognized 
by the U.S. government, which has 
awarded him the U.S. Geological 
Survey Special Service Award and 
Department of the Interior Meritorious
Service and Distinguished Service 
awards. In 1983, Ericksen was 
decorated by the government of Chile 
as commander of the Order of 
Bernardo O ’Higgins, the highest honor 
that nation can bestow on a foreign 
civilian national.
Missoula native Dr. Thomas (Pat) 
Hayes, now a resident of Carlsbad, 
Calif., earned a bachelor’s degree in 
chemistry in 1936 and master’s degree 
in bacteriology in 1937 at UM. He 
then received a doctorate in 
bacteriology in 1941 from the 
University of Kansas and a medical 
degree from the University of Utah 
College of Medicine in 1949. Now in 
private practice, he’s also worked in 
the areas of teaching, research and 
administration.
A captain during World War n , 
Hayes later became director of the 
Department of Drugs of the American 
Medical Association; clinical associate 
on the faculty o f the University of 
Illinois School of Medicine; and deputy 
chief of staff for education programs on 
the S.S. Hope hospital ship, based in 
Brazil.
In the early 1970s, he began private 
practice in internal medicine in 
Carlsbad, Calif., where he specializes 
in geriatric care and is an advocate for 
the mentally ill and their families.
Joseph McDonald of Ronan, 
president of Salish Kootenai College in 
Pablo, received three degrees from 
UM: a bachelor’s in education in 1958; 
a master’s in health, physical education 
and recreation in 1985; and a doctorate 
in educational administration/super- 
vision and curriculum/instruction in 
1982. He also earned an associate 
degree in education at Western 
Montana College, now Western 
Montana College of the University of 
Montana, located in Dillon.
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Bom in St. Ignatius, McDonald has 
been president of the tribally 
established Salish Kootenai College 
since its creation in 1978. He’s also 
taught at the elementary, high school 
and college levels; been a member of 
tribal councils; served as high school 
principal and assistant superintendent at 
Ronan School District 30; taught 
physical education and been a 
basketball coach at Northern Montana 
College in Havre; and participated in 
many community-service projects.
In Ronan, he created the first Native 
American studies program in Montana 
public schools, a program that’s been 
the model for other Northwest schools. 
He also began the Culture Committees 
for the Salish Kootenai Indians, which 
promote, teach and preserve tribal 
culture.
McDonald’s service to UM includes 
having been a member of the School of 
Education’s doctoral degree committee 
and the advisory boards of Upward 
Bound and Special Services.
A Distinguished Young Alumni 
Award went to Debra Lou McKinney, 
a feature writer for the Anchorage 
Daily News since 1985. A 1979 
graduate of UM’s journalism school, 
she was a major contributor to “ A 
People in Peril,”  the paper’s ten-part 
series that won this year’s Pulitzer 
Prize for public service. Her long list 
of awards for writing and editing 
includes five Alaska Press Club 
awards.
McKinney, a 1974 graduate of 
Missoula’s Hellgate High School, was 
one of twenty-four students nationally 
to win a $1,000 scholarship from the 
American Newspaper Publishers 
Association for academic performance 
and professional promise. As a reporter 
and editor for the Montana Kaimin, she 
won a national William Randolph 
Hearst Award for excellence in news 
writing. She also worked part time for 
the Missoulian during college.
After graduating from UM, she 
worked at the Ravalli Republic in 
Hamilton and the Hillsboro Argus in 
Oregon before moving to Alaska.
UM Foundation names 
new trustees
Eight new members of the University 
of Montana Foundation Board of 
Trustees began serving three-year terms
Sept. 1. They were elected July 28 at a 
board meeting in Missoula.
They join the thirty-three-member 
volunteer board, made up of men and 
women from across the country, which 
sets policy for soliciting and managing 
gifts to UM.
The new trustees are Craig 
Bouchard, senior vice president and 
partner of the First National Bank of 
Chicago; John Castles, chairman of 
Oregon Salmon Inc. of Portland, a 
company formed to pursue salmon 
aquaculture investment opportunities; 
Jack Cox, consulting economist and 
owner of AECS Ltd. of Sedona, Ariz.; 
Robert Ehlers, president of Ehlers & 
Associates Inc., a Minneapolis-based 
company specializing in state and local 
government financial advice on bond 
issues; Lewis Keim, vice president for 
corporate public relations for the Gates 
Corp. of Denver; Dominic King, 
general counsel for USX Corp. of 
Pittsburgh; William Papesh, president 
of Murphey Favre Securities Services 
Inc. of Spokane, Wash.; and Sen. 
William Roth of Delaware.
Cox, Ehlers, Keim, King and Papesh 
are UM graduates.
The new board members succeed 
Paul Chumrau and Gregory Hanson of 
Missoula; Crete Harvey of Stanwood, 
Wash.; David ‘‘Moose”  Miller of 
Kalispell; Ronald Simon and James 
Wylder of Billings; and Nels Tumquist 
of Tucson, Ariz. Those men were 
named trustees emeritus at the meeting.
The UM Foundation was established 
in 1950 as an outgrowth of the Alumni 
Association. Since 1973, it’s been an 
independent non-profit organization that 
serves as UM’s development office.
The foundation manages assets of about 
$18 million.
UM, MSU join forces
When you say “ Grizzlies and 
Bobcats”  in this state, most people 
immediately think of UM versus MSU 
football and basketball games.
Last summer for twenty-four teachers 
from, around the state, it meant a 
cooperative program to improve math 
classes for junior and senior high 
school students. Started three years 
ago. Integrating Mathematics Programs 
and Computer Technology (IMPACT) 
is unique not only to Montana, but to 
the nation.
UN math Profeasor Rick Bfllstein, left, and MSU 
math Professor Lyle Andersen join forces to 
make an impact on the state's secondary math 
teachers.
The effort to upgrade classroom 
instruction and introduce computers as 
instructional tools became reality 
through the combined efforts of Rick 
Billstein, UM mathematics professor; 
Lyle Andersen, MSU mathematics 
professor; and Dan Dolan, mathematics 
and computer science specialist at the 
Office of Public Instruction in Helena, 
in conjunction with the Montana 
Council of Mathematics Teachers.
“ In many states, universities go their 
separate ways and never cooperate,”  
says Andersen. “ What makes this 
program so exciting and innovative is 
that MSU and UM have worked 
together from the beginning.”
A grant of about $500,000 from the 
National Science Foundation launched 
IMPACT in the summer of 1986 with a 
group of twenty-eight secondary 
teachers. Training sessions have 
alternated between the UM and MSU 
campuses. Instruction covers computer 
use, software for different types of 
math instruction and classroom 
presentation. The teachers also learn 
how to lead workshops for other 
teachers in their home areas.
“ A person can have the best 
technology in the world and not be able 
to put across the information or get the 
students excited,”  explains Billstein. 
“ An important aspect of the training is 
working on class presentation.” 
Andersen says that IMPACT enables 
teachers to focus on “ the key ideas in 
mathematics—problem solving, 
geometry, graphing, and probability 
and statistics.”
From the public school teacher’s 
perspective, IMPACT workshops are a 
time for honing individual computer 
skills, exchanging ideas with colleagues 
and finding software programs from the 
hundreds available that best meet the 
needs of a Montana classroom.
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Grants and scholarships
William P. Cahill Scholarship
UM graduate Virginia Cahill, a 
former Hamilton resident living in 
Naperville, 111., has helped establish a 
$5,000 scholarship fund in honor of her 
late husband, UM alumnus William P. 
Cahill.
The other major contributors to the 
fund were William Cahill’s mother, 
Sophie Cahill of Missoula; and his 
former employer, Sandoz Crop 
Protection of Des Plaines, 111.
Interest from the fund will provide an 
annual scholarship for undergraduate 
chemistry majors at the sophomore 
level or above. They will be chosen on 
the basis of dedication to chemistry, 
high academic standards and academic 
standing, and need.
Bom in Miles City, William Cahill 
lived in Great Falls from 1938 to 1954 
and graduated in 1956 from Loyola 
High School in Missoula. He then 
earned two degrees in chemistry at 
UM—a bachelor’s in 1961 and master’s 
in 1964—and received a doctorate in 
agricultural biochemistry from the 
University of Arizona in 1977.
He was the manager of residue 
chemistry for Sandoz Crop Protection 
when he died of cancer Aug. 17.
Before working for that company, he 
was a research associate in the 
University of Arizona’s entomology 
department and group leader of 
pesticide chemistry for Velsicol 
Chemical Corp. of Chicago.
Andrew B. and Florence Hammond 
Fund
A recent $25,000 contribution to the 
UM Foundation gave renewed interest 
to a long-standing scholarship at the 
University, the Andrew B. and 
Florence Hammond Fund. With that 
gift, the endowed balance approaches 
$190,000. Mrs. Charles D. (Frances) 
Field of San Francisco, the 
granddaughter of the Hammonds, 
wrote, “ I have a strong family sense 
and want to continue the scholarship 
fund created by my m other....”
When Mrs. Field’s mother, Edwina 
King, established the Hammond 
Scholarship in 1957 in memory of her 
parents, she contributed about $12,000. 
Through additional gifts and 
appreciation of the investments, the 
fund has grown considerably since that 
time.
Though Frances Field was bom and
educated in San Francisco, she visited 
Missoula on various occasions. One of 
those special times was the 1940 grand 
reopening of the Hotel Florence, which 
was named after her grandmother. That 
once grandiose hotel now houses 
numerous offices and is referred to as 
the Glacier General Building.
As one of Missoula’s founding 
families, the Hammonds are still 
remembered fondly by many. The 
Hammond Arcade, a downtown retail 
space, attests to their presence in the 
community.
The scholarship provides assistance 
for incoming University of Montana 
freshmen of superior academic ability. 
Twelve Hammond scholarships were 
awarded for the coming school year.
W alter Hook Memorial Fund
The Walter Hook Memorial Fund has 
been established by Helen “ Tuck”
Rigg of Finley Point, Mont., on behalf 
of the Missoula County High School 
Class of 1937, of which Hook was a 
member. Lee Morrison, Hook’s long­
time friend and Missoula agent, also 
has been instrumental in getting the 
fund started.
To date, the Foundation has received 
in excess of $600 for this memorial. 
Should the memorial reach the $10,000 
level, it will be endowed, which means 
the principal will remain intact and the 
interest income will provide an 
ongoing annual scholarship. Morrison 
indicated the proceeds will provide a 
scholarship for an outstanding junior or 
senior art major.
Hook, a retired art professor and 
artist, died June 16 in Missoula 
following open-heart surgery. Known 
nationally for his whimsical buffaloes, 
eggs and cats, Hook had remarkable 
pep and energy for his seventy years. 
Scheduled for his second open-heart 
surgery, he was preparing canvases just 
two days before he died.
According to his friend and colleague 
of twenty years, Rudy Autio, Hook had 
his own style that “ could not be easily 
categorized.” He used various 
mediums from oils, watercolors and 
pencils to stained glass.
A native Montanan, Hook was bom 
April 25, 1919, in Milltown. With the 
exception of time spent away while 
serving in the U.S. Navy in World 
War n , some graduate work in New 
Mexico, and five years with the Atomic 
Energy Commission in Washington and 
New Mexico, Hook lived in Missoula.
A recipient of more than a hundred 
national awards. Hook has work in 
galleries from one coast to the other.
He was elected to the Academy of 
Design in 1972, a tremendous honor, 
and received a $5,000 Western States 
Arts Foundation grant in 1976.
Jules A. Karlin Scholarship
An anonymous donor recently 
established the $5,000 Jules A. Karlin 
Scholarship in history. Karlin, now 
retired, taught history at UM from 
1945 to 1978.
Interest from the fund will support an 
annual scholarship. A $500 award for 
1989-90 will be given this fall to a 
junior history major chosen on the 
basis of intellectual growth, academic 
achievement and a capacity for 
independent thinking.
“ Professor Karlin challenged his 
students and moved them to stretch 
their minds,”  according to the donor. 
“ His generous spirit, high standards 
and love of the intellectual fray 
propelled his students to move their 
sights higher.”
Earl L. Miller Music Scholarship
Harry “ Lloyd”  Miller and his wife, 
Josephine, of Poison have established 
the $5,000 Earl L. Miller Music 
Scholarship fund in memory of their 
son.
Earl Miller, who in 1968 earned a 
bachelor’s degree in music education at 
UM, died in June in New Hampshire. 
He was 43.
The endowment will provide an 
annual scholarship of about $250. UM 
music majors who have shown potential 
for success in their field of study will 
be eligible to apply.
Earl Miller had attained international 
recognition as a performing organist, 
composer, teacher and lecturer. When 
he died, he was the organist and music 
director at Christ Church in Andover, 
Mass. He was also the municipal 
organist for Portland, Maine, one of 
only two musicians nationwide to hold 
such a job. He’d also been chapel 
organist at Brooks School in North 
Andover.
A member of the American Guild of 
Organists, Miller was a nationally 
recognized authority on the 
performance of Victorian and 
Edwardian music. After graduating 
from UM, he did graduate work at The 
American University in Washington, 
D.C.
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Relaxing in the UC’s new Campus Court are Joe Summary of Poison* Melanie Hull Richler of 
Butte, Kelly Elder of Helena and Carla Champoux of Kalispell. Campos Court opened this fall 
and features a market, pizza restaurant* travel agency* hair styling salon, frozen yogurt concession 
and record store.
Wilder Presidential Scholarship
James Wylder of Great Falls has 
established the Wylder Presidential 
Scholarship in honor of his family.
In keeping with UM’s Presidential 
Scholarship Program, this fund aims at 
attracting top students to UM. It brings 
to twenty-four the number of endowed 
Presidential Scholarships. The UM 
Foundation has set a goal to endow 
forty Presidential Scholarships by 1991.
Each year, $1,500 will be awarded to 
the Wylder Presidential Scholar. The 
recipient will be selected based on 
academic excellence, character and 
leadership ability.
Wylder, a 1951 UM graduate in 
history and political science, has been 
an active member of the UM 
Foundation Board of Trustees since 
1983. He owns Phine Photography in 
Great Falls.
To contribute to any of these 
scholarship funds, send a check payable 
to the UM Foundation, Box 7159, 
Missoula, MT 59807.
WMC finds room 
for rural students
When a rural schoolhouse in 
southwestern Montana was destroyed, 
Western Montana College came to the 
rescue. In November 1988, Reichle 
School in the town of Glen was 
devastated by a fire caused by poor 
electrical wiring. In some cases such an 
event would have canceled school for 
months, but thanks to the generosity of 
WMC, Reichle was back in business in 
three days.
Reichle’s temporary school occupies 
two rooms in the basement of the old 
gymnasium. Cement walls have been 
transformed with colorful drawings, 
alphabet pictures, essays and student 
progress charts.
“ Western has welcomed us with 
open arms. The college’s concern and 
caring has made a potentially difficult 
time much easier for all of us,’’ said 
Laura Hicks, a Reichle elementary 
teacher.
Reichle’s twenty-eight students now 
must commute thirty miles each day, 
and they look forward to the opening 
of their new school in January 1990. 
But they’ll miss the college library, 
computer center, gymnasium, cafeteria 
and student volunteers who coach their 
• basketball team and tutor them in
language skills and math. WMC 
education students will also miss a 
“ captive audience’’ for field experience 
courses.
The new building will be a bond 
between the school and community, 
Hicks said.
Griz game televised 
nationwide on ESPN
In case you missed it, the Grizzlies 
did us proud playing the Idaho Vandals 
in the UM football team’s first ever 
appearance on national television. The 
game, which promised to be an 
exciting offensive matchup, was 
televised on ESPN Sept. 28. The 
network chose to broadcast the game 
because UM and Idaho were picked to 
be the two top teams in the conference 
this year and because the two teams 
met last year in the playoffs.
Although the Grizzlies trailed Idaho 
27-7 in the first half, they caught fire 
in the second and might have gone on 
to win if they could have recovered an 
onside kick in the last two minutes of 
the game.
UM quarterback Grady Bennett of 
Kalispell hit wide receiver Lorenzo 
Glenn of Fountain Valley, Calif., in the 
end zone with 2:11 minutes remaining,
to make the score 30-24. The Griz 
failed to recover the onside kick, and 
the Vandals ran out the clock to end 
the game. Bennett completed 33 of 53 
passes for 370 yards and two 
touchdowns. Idaho’s quarterback John 
Friesz completed 28 of 51 passes for 
437 yards. In the second half, a 
determined Grizzly defense held Idaho 
to only one 47-yard field goal.
For Montana, Jody Farmer of Libby 
and Bennett led the rushing. Leading 
receivers were Mike Trevathan of 
Thousand Oaks, Calif., Matt Clark of 
Missoula and Shannon Cabunoc of 
Waipahu, Hawaii; and leading tacklers 
were Mike Rankin of Edmonds, Wash., 
Mike McGowan of Seattle and Tim 
Hauck of Big Timber.
The Grizzlies finished the season 
second in the Big Sky Conference 
behind Idaho. They had a 9-2 record— 
the third best record in UM history. On 
Nov. 25 the Grizzlies trounced Jackson 
State University 48-7 in the first round 
of the Division 1-AA NCAA national 
playoffs at Washington-Grizzly 
Stadium. It was the first time UM had 
hosted a NCAA playoff, and at press 
time the Grizzlies were set to play 
fifteenth-ranked Eastern Illinois 
University, which upset fourth-ranked 
Idaho, 38-21 in Moscow. The game 
















UM rounds ’em up
Centennial bus tour corrals support
President Jim Koch takes to an improvised “floating” stage to speak about UM’s accomplishments during a dinner-cruise on Flathead Lake.
By Mary Grove
Monday, September 4 
ROUNDUP—5:00 a.m. Planners of the Montana Great 
Centennial Cattle Drive peered at the sky and worried 
about weather, livestock, sanitation, roads and riders. They 
were charged to see that 2,700 cattle, 2,000 riders and 200 
covered wagons would make a safe sixty-mile journey to 
Billings. The six-day drive was the biggest public event of 
the Montana centennial, and they were pretty nervous. 
Everything looked ready; they gave the signal. Head ’em
up and move ’em out.
Tuesday, Septem ber 5 
MISSOULA—5:00 a.m. Recent UM graduate and chief 
bus tour planner, Paige Wilson, worried about whether 
she’d make the first of a hundred deadlines over the next 
four days. She watched the bleary-eyed passengers load 
their luggage, embark, and settle down for catnaps or quiet 
conversations. By 5:30 all of her charges were on the bus. 
She nodded to the driver. Head ’em up and move ’em out. 
Slowly the dark sky turned deep purple, then radiant pink, 
then golden. The sunrise was a good omen.







During the next four days the bus 
took its thirty-six passengers—faculty, 
staff, administrators and students—on 
an 861-mile trip from Missoula to 
Helena, Great Falls, Lewistown,
Geraldine, Fort Benton, Havre,
Krem lin, G ildford , R udyard,
Inverness, Joplin, Chester, Shelby,
Cut Bank, Browning, Kalispell,
Bigfork and back. Faculty taught in 
fourteen high schools ranging in size 
from twenty-nine students (Kremlin- Paige Wilson 
Gildford) to 1,966 students (Flathead in Kalispell). Student 
services personnel spoke to counselors and distributed 
recruiting and financial aid brochures in twenty-two 
schools.
At times the trip seemed like a series of meals, with 
plenty of ribs, roast beef, chicken and baked potatoes. At 
other times it was a lesson in Montana geography and 
history.
French Professor Maureen Cumow, paraphrasing her 
mother’s fascinating book, Names on the Face o f  Montana, 
pointed out the Judith Basin, where cowboys used to graze 
a cattle pool numbering in the tens of thousands. On die 
High-Line, she told us that Kremlin was named by Russian 
setders who saw the citadel of Moscow in the mirages that 
appeared on the prairie. She said that Inverness was named 
by “ Scotty”  Watson after his home near Loch Ness. There 
was ample time to gaze at the beautiful rivers, buttes, 
mountains and prairies.
We met alumni, high school teachers, administrators and 
students. On our “ main street”  visits, we walked into 
hardware stores, insurance offices, pharmacies, art 
galleries, radio stations, post offices and other inviting 
places. We handed out Grizzly pennants and stickers and 
told people we’d come to bring their University into their 
communities.
Highlights of the trip included a ceremony honoring 
alumnus Thomas Thompson at the Museum of the Plains 
Indians. Everyone paused to admire the extraordinary 
displays of native clothing and dioramas. And nobody will 
forget the dinner and boat trip with seventy alumni and the 
glorious sunset on Flathead Lake. Financial Aid Director 
Mick Hanson remarked, “ It was the best party we had, 
and no one left early.”
The tour was also a time for people with very different 
jobs to get acquainted. Camaraderie built up throughout the 
trip; and true to the Montana way, there was plenty of 
good-natured kidding.
Friday was gift-giving time. President Jim Koch, who 
found fifteen ways to give the same speech, was presented 
a key chain in the shape of a bull, inscribed, “ Another 
day, same old bull.”  Honors Program Director John 
Madden, who taught classes in Latin poetry and Greek art, 
received two classic comics. Hanson got a toy boat in 
honor of the best one-liner of the trip.
Wilson, whose clever scheduling enabled the group to be 
in four places at one time, gratefully accepted a coffee mug 
that said, “ Is it Friday yet?”  She’d met all the deadlines, 
and the second annual UM tour was done. Maybe it hadn’t 
made the splash that the cattle drive had. But it did rustle 
up a lot of support for UM.
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In Missoula, call 721-3700. 
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Why Not Add Your fem e 
to the List?
"Cooperative Education is a fantastic opportunity for students to ex­
perience the prctessional world while also participating in academic 
studes The UM coop office does a wonderfj job of creeling a positive 
image for employers on campus, assisting employers with their 
recruiting efforts, and helping students to enroll for internship credit’’ 
-Gail Nferianic 30, Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
Cooperative Education 
Internship Program
162 Lodge Missoula, MT 59812 (406) 243-2815
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Taking Montana to Brahms
UM students study music, art, history in Vienna
By Kathryn D. Hubbell
“ That wasn’t a note!’’ music Professor Don Carey rails. 
“ That was an accident—spread all over the highway!’’ This 
is one of the last UM Chamber Chorale rehearsals before 
its members leave to spend spring quarter ’89 in Vienna, 
immersing themselves in music, art and history, and 
performing under some of the greatest concert masters and 
musicians in the world. Nervous energy fills the room; 
chatter is constant. And Carey is growing visibly anxious.
For two years, these chorale members, like members of 
previous Chamber Chorales, have taken classes 
specifically designed to prepare them for a quarter of 
interdisciplinary study called the Vienna Residency 
Program. Some have taken art history or other art classes, 
getting ready for academic trips to the “ living outdoor 
museums’’ of Florence and Venice. All have met off 
campus to practice speaking German—and only German— 
for several hours each Wednesday evening. And on their 
own, they have raised more than $120,OCX) to make the 
trip, asking for no University or state funds.
The three-year program, jointly sponsored by the 
Departments of History, Music, and Foreign Languages 
and Literatures, blends music with art, history and the 
German language. When the students return from Vienna, 
they complete the program with more study in choral 
repertoire and German.
They also take a course called “ The Vienna 
Experience,’’ which explores the intellectual history of 
Vienna at the turn of the century. German Professors 
Gerald Fetz, Horst Jarka and Dennis McCormick team 
teach the course with Carey, along with art Professors Julie 
Codell and Jim Todd and history Professors Richard 
Drake, Linda Frey and Paul Lauren.
Carey first conceived the Vienna Residency Program, 
now in its ninth year, in 1978 while on a bus tour with the 
Chamber Chorale. “ It occurred to m e,’’ he says, “ that we 
had always taken Brahms to Montana, and it would be a 
good thing to take Montana to Brahms.”
Two years of overseas contacts and arrangements 
followed, and in spring 1980, Carey and twenty-eight 
Chamber Chorale students made the first trip.
A success from the beginning, the program has grown 
and expanded enormously. UM’s dean of the School of 
Fine Arts, James Kriley, says, “ The Vienna program is an 
important cultural exchange program for our music 
students. First, any truly multi-cultural experience is a 
maturing as well as a mind-opening education for all 
students, but epecially those who have been raised 
exclusively in Montana or the Northwest.”
Opportunities UM students have during the program that 
are not available to them in Montana include special 
workshops such as those at the Orff Institute in Salzburg 
and the Music Conservatory in Budapest, where the 
students learn firsthand the two music education methods 
most commonly used in the United States.
They also study under world-class professionals and 
faculty artists in classes and on special field trips like those 
to Florence and Venice. This year, the twenty-eight faculty 
members included Otto Edelmann, Austria’s best-known 
and highly honored living singer with more than twenty 
years’ experience at the Metropolitan Opera; Robert 
Lindell, a renowned musicologist known to the students as 
“ Dr. Bob” ; Walter Moore, perhaps the world’s finest 
accompanist and vocal coach; and Cynthia Prossinger, art 
history teacher for the Boston Museum of the Arts, the 
British Museum and Oxford University.
“ It was certainly the best education I ever had,” 
remembers Kim Bakkum, who first went to Vienna with 
the 1986 program. “ The excellence of the people we 
worked with rounded out our education so well. You study 
music and art and history, and it all ties together.”
Students are required to take at least six classes during 
the quarter. Their classes include the history of the 
Romantic Period, art and the musician, aesthetics, German, 
voice and the art song. But because their performances are 
a crucial part of their educational experience, they also 
have long rehearsals.
Saxon Holbrook remembers the first grueling weeks: 
“ When we got there, we ended up in rehearsal five hours 
a day outside of class. It was so intense.”
It needed to be intense, for this year the chorale was 
scheduled to perform Brahms’ “ Requiem”  just two weeks 
after arriving in Austria: first in Graz, then in Vienna at 
the Musikverein (Music Society) Hall.
The entire chorale wrote down their reactions to the 
“ Requiem” immediately after leaving the stage in Vienna 
that night.
John Krause wrote, “ I think it finally hit me after 
waiting and waiting. I ’m in the city of music. I sang 
Brahms in one of the best-known concert halls in the 
world....I stopped at the end and listened to the applause, 
which I’ve heard before, but this time it seemed different. 
My God what a sound!...I’m sure this will be something 
I ’ll never forget.”
“ I spent the last movement in tears—or holding back the 
tears,”  Susan Ayers wrote. “ So this is music, this is life!” 
And Dan Worcester wrote, “ I think that tonight, more 
clearly than ever before, I realize what it means to be a 
conduit for something that exists at a higher level, a
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The Chamber Chorale takes a bicycle excursion to Castle Niederleis 
in Vienna. From left are Eric Melander, Great Falls; Dan Worcester, 
Anaconda; Suzanne Free, Kalis pell; Bettina Schneider, Butte; Jackie
Putnam, Billings; Yvette Stahl berg, Kalis pell; Donald Carey and Saxon 
Holbrook, Missoula; Beth Rice, Butte; Lisa Pyron, Florence; Jessica 
Strand, Miles City; and Collier Pierce, Monument, Colo.
beautiful everlasting level.”
Back in Missoula, discussing that night, Holbrook 
summarized the results: ‘‘We were almost over-prepared. 
We just wailed.”
Over the years the Chamber Chorale has earned a 
reputation for consistent excellence in Vienna and many 
other cities throughout Europe. As a result, each UM 
group has received spur-of-the-moment invitations to sing, 
which provide unique and unexpected experiences. The 
memorable invitation this year came from Liselotte 
Zechner, the only female orchestral conductor in Austria, 
after hearing the Vienna performance of the ‘‘Requiem.” 
She mailed an invitation to the chorale to join her orchestra 
the following week in Bruck-an-der-Mur, to perform 
Puccini’s ‘‘Messa di Gloria.”  The invitation came with 
train tickets and sheet music.
Carey broke the news to the chorale as they bused to a 
concert outside Vienna. Rhonda Burghardt remembers the 
uproar that followed: ‘‘We said, ‘What? Puccini wrote a 
mass? When do we have to have this ready? Next week? 
Are you kidding?’ ”
There was nervousness on both sides, Carey says. ‘‘The 
people in Bruck-an-der-Mur were hosting us in their 
homes, but they were concerned about hosting Americans. 
They hadn’t had much exposure to Americans since World 
War n , and the townspeople weren’t sure the Americans 
would receive them w ell.”
‘‘But it’s a mountain town, similar to Missoula, and 
wood products play a big part in the local economy. By the 
time we got there, the kids already liked the place. And 
those associations grew into some tremendous relationships. 
When we got on the bus to leave, the townspeople started 
running after the bus. Hundreds of them. They just ran
down the street after us, crying.”
Throughout the quarter the students also enjoyed the 
chance to be part of the audience themselves when they 
attended world-class Vienna performances by tenor Luciano 
Pavarotti, the Tokyo Symphony, cellist Yo-Yo Ma and the 
Moscow Chamber Orchestra. They all have other special 
memories o f their quarter abroad, too.
For Burghardt it was visiting Mozart’s grave in lilac 
time. Tom Regele highlights the well-guided walking tours 
of Vienna, Florence and Venice. Former member Bakkum 
remembers ‘‘the concerts—performing with a live 
orchestra, there. It makes you rise to a level of 
professionalism and musicianship that you wouldn’t do 
here. It just pulls you right up.”
In fact, the Vienna Residency Program pulls many of the 
students “ right up”  into greater careers, often transforming 
their lives. Bakkum, who extended her first stay in Vienna 
by nine months, has returned twice and next year hopes to 
move there permanently to work as an accompanist. She 
will join a growing community of residency program 
alumni in Vienna and throughout Europe, including Dennis 
Kozeluh, Jeff Byers, Michelle Berger and Henry Kiichli, 
who perform with the Zurich Opera; Karen Armstrong, 
with the Vienna Volksopera; and Janene Brock, John 
Sweeney, Jo Wohlenberg and Lisa Werner, all performing 
in Vienna.
“ They become world citizens,”  Carey says. “ The 
growth and the change in the students are remarkable; they 
become better musicians, better scholars. Their attitudes 
and commitment change so much for the better. I think to 
throw them into that milieu is a good thing. And to have 
the academic support at UM through so many departments 
that help with the international studies is excellent.”
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By Paddy O’Connell MacDonald
“ Great teachers are made by great students,”  says John 
Lester, former professor of voice at UM. “ And I am not 
being overly generous when I say that. Any teacher does 
better with a good learner, and not all people are good 
learners.”
Despite this disclaimer, Lester not only churned out 
dozens of world-class performers during his University 
career, but the voice teachers he trained have produced 
widely acclaimed proteges of their own. “ There isn’t a 
comer of the state that hasn’t been affected by John 
Lester’s teaching,”  says Don Simmons, assistant dean of 
the school of fine arts. “ He has had an impact not only on 
the first generation, but on the second and third as well.”
Lester was bom John Lester Luechauer in Cincinnati, 
Ohio, in 1899. After earning two bachelor’s degrees from 
Southwest Texas University, he studied voice with Oscar 
Seagle in New York City and with Jean deReszke in Nice, 
France. A lyric baritone, Lester sang opera in Italy and 
musical comedy on radio in New York, but it soon became 
apparent that teaching was his greatest gift. Even while 
pursuing his own singing career, he made use of what he 
calls a “ peculiar insight”  on how to help people who had 
lost control of their voices. Word of Lester’s talent spread, 
and soon performers were coming to him from all over the 
world for voice training. Eventually, he set up his own 
studio in New York, complete with home-fashioned sound- 
recording equipment.
When their first daughter, Priscilla, was born, Lester and 
his wife, the late Willa Rickart Lester, decided that it 
would be more beneficial to raise children in a place other 
than New York City. As a result, he accepted a position as 
head of the Department of Voice at UM in 1939 and stayed 
here until his retirement in 1972.
Lester’s own voice is one of his most remarkable 
assets—melodious, resonant and velvet-smooth, it bespeaks 
his entire personality and character. This is no accident; 
Lester lives what he teaches and expects no less from his 
students. He shows aspiring singers how to use all of the 
body parts that are intended to be used in projecting the 
voice: the vocal chords and tongue, the chest, abdomen, 
diaphragm, larynx and throat. But, more important, he 
insists that they follow his instructions not only while 
singing, but whenever they speak. “ Why talk like a little 
girl,”  he says, speaking in a mincing falsetto, “ and then 
sing like a woman,” he finishes, in a deeper tone. “ It’s
like walking around all cramped up,”  he says, hunching 
his shoulders, gnarling up his fingers and pulling his head 
into his body, “ and then expecting to walk onto a stage 
with grace and elegance.”
When he talks about his students, he comes alive, leaning 
forward in his chair, body intense. His eyes glimmer; he 
gesticulates with his hands; he gives off new energy: “ One 
of the questions I am asked most often by my students is 
‘Will I be successful?’ ”  He pauses, rubbing his long white 
hands together. “ I tell them I have no idea if they’ll be 
successful. I ask them if they have the nerve to face all of 
this, if they are instilled with strong devotion, something in 
the heart, something in the machinery.”
Lester has taught UM students such as Ron Bottcher 
x’62, Judith Blegen x’59 and his youngest daughter, Joanna 
’63, all of whom went on to distinguish themselves in 
opera in the United States and all over the world. In 
addition to his University career, Lester has taught voice 
lessons throughout Europe, across the U.S., Canada and 
Australia. And when he doesn’t travel, the students come 
to him. Marilyn Zschau, for example, spent the summer of 
1966 in Missoula, where she studied with Lester and 
performed in UM’s production of “ Bartered Brides.”
A wall in Lester’s house is covered with photographs, 
newspaper articles and playbills sent to him by former and 
current students. He points to a picture of himself. “ Well, 
you can guess who that is,”  he says, smiling. Prominently 
displayed on the wall is a page from the Oct. 18, 1981, 
Sunday edition of The New York Times. Featured on the 
page are Zschau, who at the time was starring in Verdi’s 
“ Attila,”  and Blegen, who was starring in Verdi’s 
“ Rigoletto.”  “ My students have done well,”  he says 
quietly.
At age 89, he is still giving lessons. He sits in his living 
room behind a Hohner electric piano, reaching for any 
metaphor or theatrical gesture that will get a point across to 
the student. He breaks into a yodel; he mimics a central 
Texas accent that is particularly repugnant to him; he flings 
out a long, thin arm to emphasize a thought.
Hitting a high note is “ like cutting a piece of cake,” 
he’ll say to one student, or its like “ shooting a bird,”  he’ll 
say to another. His language patterns change frequently, 
couching his thoughts in terms the students can relate to. 
There is no room for passivity. He questions them 
constantly: “ What’s the difference between that time and 
the time before?”  he asks, after a young woman sings a 
scale. “ Now, surely you wouldn’t want to do it that
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way?”  he says, staring at her as he pauses for effect. 
“ Would you?”
Lester has no intention of retiring; there is still much 
work to be done. His “ great students”  still seek him out, 
and new teaching offers continue to come his way. This 
winter, for example, he will travel to Manila, where he 
will give voice workshops and private lessons at the 
Cultural Center of the Philippines. “ Why retire?”  he asks, 
leaning forward, hands gripping the armrests. “ What 
would I do? Sit in this chair? As long as I can see and 
hear, I can teach. What is life if you can’t do something 
worthwhile?”
‘W hat is life 
if  you  can’t  do 
som ething w orthw hile? ’




Hang gliding is “just like having wings,'* Lee Metzgar says.
By Carol Susan Woodruff
High atop Mount Sentinel, at the end of steep and rutted 
Crazy Canyon Road, a small group of hang-glider pilots 
prepare their cumbersome “ kites”  for takeoff. The Main 
Hall bells 2,000 feet below mark the hour as 6 p.m .— 
prime time for catching “ ridge lift,”  wind that rises in a 
wave over the mountain that overlooks campus.
One by one the pilots waddle in their harnesses toward 
the lip of Sentinel. They stand immobile beneath their more 
than thirty-foot-wide wings, sensing every subtle shift of 
the wind, looking like preposterous baby birds mustering
the courage to fly. Then, without warning, they take a few 
running steps and are airborne.
One pilot particularly reluctant to take off is accused of 
being a “ launch potato.”  But no one this evening applies 
the term to pilot Lee Metzgar. Director of the University 
of Montana’s wildlife biology program, he’s a no-nonsense 
kind of pilot who’s flown hang gliders for twelve years and 
taught the sport for ten. For many years he was Missoula’s 
only hang-gliding instructor.
For the past two years, he’s flown tandem with his wife, 
Beth, who works on campus as an assistant professor in the 
Montana State University College of Nursing. She also
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directs the Family Nursing Clinic in UM’s married student 
housing.
The Metzgars wait only briefly on the launch, Beth 
holding onto Metzgar from behind in preparation for 
takeoff. Their variometer, which detects changes in 
elevation, whines like a mosquito. Their “ thermal 
snooper,”  which locates the pockets of hot air in which 
hang gliders rise rapidly, beeps insistently. The wind 
conditions are less than ideal.
“ Let’s get off this mountain, or it’s going to get bad,” 
Metzgar says. A few moments later, the Metzgars are 
swooping high above the Missoula Valley, and Beth 
smoothly shifts into position beside her husband. He steers 
with small, quick shifts of his weight.
As it turns out, their flight is a “ sled ride,”  when too 
little wind makes for a brief descent. Other flights have 
been far more memorable, such as the times Metzgar 
soared 7,000 feet above the crest of Sentinel, played tag 
with a red-tailed hawk and looked into the eyes o f a golden 
eagle.
“ He turned his head around and looked right at m e,”  
Metzgar says of the eagle. “ It was the ultimate flying 
experience, sharing the air with this great bird and getting 
some recognition that you were there. It was cool.”
Birds and fellow hang-glider pilots haven’t been 
Metzgar’s only companions in die sky. Slurry bombers and 
727s sometimes pass beneath him and his fellow hang 
gliders, as do small planes. “ We have had a couple of 
occasions where smaller aircraft have actually flown 
through the midst of (hang-glider) pilots and indicated by 
their evasive actions that they were surprised,”  he says 
with an uproarious laugh. “ A lot o f conventional pilots 
don’t expect to find hang gliders thousands of feet above 
ground level. They’re not aware that we have those 
performance capabilities.”
Metzgar owns three kites with different capabilities. Two 
are intermediate performance gliders—the tandem glider he 
flies with Beth and the kite he uses in lessons. The third, a 
high-performance glider, is faster and sinks through the air 
more slowly but is harder to turn, launch and land.
No matter which kite he’s flying, Metzgar finds the ride 
much gentler some evenings than others. When the ridge 
lift is good and the wind smooth, hang gliding is “ one of 
the most peaceful, euphoric things that I have ever done,”  
he says. But flying in thermals, which can lift a kite 800 
feet a minute, can be quite bumpy and requires great 
concentration—far more than a person needs to drive a car.
“ You’re very focused on where the rising air is and 
what that feels like across the wing and how the glider 
responds,”  Metzgar says. “ It’s very, very busy. It’s as 
closely focused an activity as I ’ve ever been involved in .” 
Metzgar, who with his wife recently took up skydiving, 
hasn’t always felt as comfortable with heights as he does 
now. “ He used to be scared to go up a ladder,”  Beth 
recalls. Metzgar, once an avid downhill skier, adds that 
chairlifts used to terrify him.
Interestingly enough, Metzgar tried hang gliding because 
he thought it might give him the same sensation as skiing 
through deep powder. “ I found that I felt just the way I 
had imagined that hawks felt,”  he says of hang gliding. 
“ When you look at a hawk and think, ‘I wonder if that 
feels as neat as it looks’—that’s just what it feels like.” 
Metzgar didn’t get a hawk’s-eye perspective right from
the start. As a fledgling pilot, he first had to conquer 
running with a kite on level ground, taking small hops with 
it from several feet off the ground, and flying off 200- or 
300-foot hills.
Pilots usually take six to eight lessons before tackling 
mountains several thousand feet high, Metzgar explains. 
Part of their instruction centers on aerodynamics and 
meteorology. As they progress, they take written, oral and
*I  found that I  felt 
just the way I  had imagined 
that hawks felt. ’
flight tests to achieve the beginner, novice, intermediate, 
advanced or master’s ratings that allow them to fly certain 
mountains or teach. Pilots need an intermediate rating to 
fly Sentinel alone.
Beth has only a beginner rating, but that’s sufficient for 
flying tandem off Sentinel. Metzgar, who holds the 
advanced rating required of instructors, is certified to teach 
both single and tandem hang gliding. Every three years, he 
becomes recertified, usually in Salt Lake City.
Most of his teaching, including giving teacher- 
certification clinics, is in the Missoula area—on hills north 
of the airport and near Potomac, Alberton and Arlee. In 
summer 1981, while he was on leave from UM and Beth 
served a fellowship at the University of Colorado Medical 
School, he also ran a hang-gliding school in Golden, Colo.
After years of teaching and flying, Metzgar can still say, 
“ I don’t know a hang-glider pilot who’s ever worried 
about falling. From the time you’re doing hops on a little 
training hill, it’s finding the way to work the wing, 
knowing that it’s going to fly.”
But he isn’t  blind to the risks of the sport. About ten 
years ago, his close friend and instructor, Bruce Stoverud, 
died in a hang-gliding accident on Sentinel due to a sudden 
change in weather. “ It was a profoundly tragic experience 
for me,”  says Metzgar, who was flying Sentinel that same 
night. “ Learning to fly had been difficult for me. But I 
think one of the major reasons I kept with it (as a 
beginner) was because Bruce was there and was close and 
helped me out.”
Stoverud’s death didn’t make Metzgar want to give up 
flying. “ I was inspired as much as anything else to become 
more involved in the sport and do what I think he would 
have wanted to do if he were alive,”  he says.
“ People who have been hang gliding for very many 
years have generally been hurt,”  he continues. “ All of us 
have had close friends who’ve been killed. So, it’s not a 
sport where you can say, ‘It can’t happen to m e,’ because 
it has happened to people you know. But by the time 
you’re in it for very long, I think you either come to grips 
with that level of risk or get out.”
When Metzgar thinks of hang gliding, he thinks not of 
risks but of the beauty o f flying toward the sunset, sharing 
the sky with some of the wild creatures he’s made a career 
of studying, and gazing down on a wide swath of western 
Montana. “ It’s such a rush sport,”  he says. “ No doubt 
about it.”
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of Nashville, 1 
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Larry Johnson, 57, 67 of Butte, along with 
the rest of the Alumni Marching Band, was 
a Homecoming hit. UM beat Weber State 
31-6.
Doggone "tail”-gater begs 
a handout.
)ert Erickson '31 of Helena admires Dorothy Johnson’s hanging tree- 
ttonwood, o f course—which was dedicated in front of the J-School.
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ta, left, visits with Bob Hendon, '31 
J the J-School's 75th anniversary
Homecoming royalty wave to 
the crowd.
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All In Our Family
On location with Carroll and Nancy O’Connor
By Virginia Vickers Braun
It’s hard to imagine him as “ Pops.”  A lovable, liberal kind of guy who favors gun registration, is against 
capital punishment and makes a point of hiring women and 
blacks. A gentleman and a scholar. The kind of guy who 
when he goes to an Italian restaurant can speak Italian to 
the waiter and who, catching a tune from Bizet’s Carmen, 
can burst into song at the table.
Geeeez. Not the sort of thing you’d expect from the guy 
who played Archie Bunker for thirteen years.
In the minds of millions of Americans Carroll O’Connor 
is Archie Bunker. But Carroll, who in September won the 
Emmy Award for Outstanding Lead Actor in A Drama 
Series for “In the Heat of the Night,” has little in common 
with the racist, bigoted Archie. Neither is he Bill Gillespie, 
the fair-minded but crusty Southern police chief he now 
portrays, although watching him play his part I ’d have 
sworn they’re one and the same.
I knew nothing of how a television show is produced 
until Carroll and Nancy O’Connor, both UM graduates, 
invited me to Conyers, Ga., where they live seven months 
of the year filming the show.
Nancy, a tall, strikingly handsome woman, was at the 
Atlanta airport to pick me up. Although she has blue eyes 
and fair skin, her grandmother was part Shawnee, and she 
talks readily about her Native American heritage. As we 
drove the thirty-minute trip to Conyers, Nancy dialed the 
studio on her car phone to check Carroll’s shooting 
schedule, chatting away seemingly into the air, since the 
mike is located in the ceiling of the car. Whizzing east on 
1-20 she passed along news of the high Nielsen ratings that 
had just come in on the fall premiere. The show attracted 
31 percent of the audience. It was the highest-rated hour 
drama on NBC last season.
“ You know if you were to ask, the single most 
delightful thing in my life is the car phone,”  Nancy said 
with a laugh. But contrary to what you might think, the 
O’Connors do not live a life full of leisure and luxurious 
things. Just keeping up with their business affairs is a full­
time job. Nancy is in daily contact with her secretary in 
Los Angeles. They get mountains of mail, and their home 
phone, which is answered by machine, rings constantly.
As Bill Gillespie, Carroll is the star of the show. He is 
also its co-executive producer and head writer. He writes 
four or five episodes a season and rewrites the rest. Since 
he writes under the name Matt Harris, an Irish ancestor, 
few people know that he wrote the episode that won him 
his latest Emmy.
Exiting off 1-20 Nancy and I turned down a country
road. Up ahead police cars were stopped on the shoulder, 
their lights flashing. I thought we’d come upon a major 
wreck when Nancy said triumphantly, “ Ah, here we are.” 
We met Carroll’s van just as he was being driven to 
“ Chief Gillespie’s cabin.”  Many of the teamsters who 
drive the crew and the equipment are women, Nancy 
pointed out. The show also employs a high proportion of 
blacks.
Down a tree-lined dirt road stood an old log cabin, which 
is Chief Gillespie’s house in the show. Two semis full, of 
cables, lighting and other equipment and two large motor 
homes had pulled into a clearing in front of the house. A 
forest of lights and reflecting screens, like huge medieval 
banners, illuminated the area. Some of the “trees” were 
actually branches clamped into metal stands to cast the 
appropriate shadows. And milling about everywhere were 
people, several with walkie-talkies and headsets.
Carroll had just come from makeup; the tissue paper 
protecting his clothes still hung around his neck. His free 
was rather orange looking from the makeup which under 
the lights makes a person look natural on the screen. He’s a 
big bear of a man with piercing blue eyes, who somehow 
looks more imposing than his six feet.
Nancy, who leads a busy life of her own and doesn’t often 
come to the set, was greeted warmly by cast and crew 
members. She knows everyone from the director to the 
hairstylists and set handlers; she knows their children’s 
names, their backgrounds and problems.
The actual filming is itself like something out of a 
movie. The director barks out a precise sequence of 
commands designed to quiet the set and match the sound 
with the action, which are recorded separately and synced 
according to the clapping of the sticks before the camera. 
During the editing process, which takes place in Los 
Angeles, the scenes are assembled, matched up with the 
sound, and enhanced by a musical score and sound effects.
The first scene was an action shot. Three Sparta squad 
cars raced down the road toward the cabin, the tires 
stopping at sandbags used to mark the correct spot to 
accommodate the camera. The car doors flew open and the 
cops raced to the cabin, their guns drawn. Althea Tibbs 
stumbled out the door, and the take was over.
Crystal Fox, who plays the new rookie on the show, 
couldn’t get her gun out in the first take, and the scene 
was repeated three or four times until the director, E.W. 
Swackhamer, said, “ Cut and print it.”  I expected the 
camera to move into the house for the next scene, but the 
interior of the house is shot on a set back in the studio.
The next scene, which happened to be the closing scene, 
involved the four principal actors: Carroll, the chief; Alan
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Chief Gillespie (Carroll) gives 
orders to Bubba (Alan Autry) 
and Virgil Tibbs (Howard 
Rollins) in a scene from “In the 






Autry, Bubba; Howard Rollins, Virgil Tibbs; and Anne- 
Marie Johnson, Althea Tibbs. During rehearsal, Carroll 
ad-libs the final line: “ Pete Fourragere’s daughter just got 
out of the Marines,”  delivered with the chiefs wry wit, 
and the cast broke up laughing. “ I wonder how many 
people will catch that,”  he said. Since I didn’t, he 
explained that “ fourragere”  is a French word for the 
shoulder braids worn on certain military uniforms.
Carroll, who studied English and history at UM during 
1948-49 before completing his degree in history at 
University College in Dublin, occasionally slips in a 
scholarly reference just for fun. Both he and Nancy hold 
advanced degrees. Carroll earned a master’s in speech at 
UM in 1956, and in 1985 the University awarded him an 
honorary doctorate. Nancy, who received a bachelor’s in 
fine arts and drama from UM in 1950, completed her 
master’s in art education, with honors, at Trinity College 
in Dublin.
Filming those two scenes took more than two hours. 
Every minute of film takes about an hour and a half to 
shoot, and while the show runs only forty-five and a half 
minutes, some weeks require more than ninety hours of 
work. Each episode takes seven days to film, with only 
Sundays off, and costs a little over $1 million to produce. 
The cast has been working since Aug. 8, and not quite half 
of this season’s twenty-two shows have been filmed. It will 
take seven months and several directors to do an entire 
season of shows. Most of the directors direct one or two 
episodes. They spend one week scouting locations and 
familiarizing themselves with the script and another week 
filming. Swackhamer, who is considered one of the best 
directors in the business, was just finishing up the two 
episodes he directed this season.
It was nearly dusk before the day’s shoot was over. One 
of the drivers brought Nancy’s car around, and Carroll, 
who had been on the set almost ten hours, was visibly tired 
as he climbed in the passenger’s side.
“It shows you how hard everyone works and how much 
detail goes into a well-done show, which this one is,”
Nancy said as we drove off.
Heading home, Nancy pulled into a service station. Three 
attendants sprang into action, washing the windshield, 
checking the oil and pumping the gas. “Boy, you don’t see 
service like this in Montana,” I said. Carroll turned and 
said, “You don’t see it in Geoigia, either.” Carroll is 
recognized wherever he goes. While we waited, a man 
came over and asked for an autograph. Another brought his 
handicapped son over to say hello. I asked Carroll if he 
gets tired of being approached by strangers. “People are all 
pretty nice, you know,” he said with a sigh.
Carroll and Nancy and many of the leading cast members 
live in a new subdivision in Conyers. The O’Connors lease 
a small, furnished, one-bedroom, one-den house with a 
two-car garage. Nancy obviously misses her home in 
Malibu—actually she and Carroll own four houses in 
California and keep an apartment in New York. The 
Conyers house is all white and off-white, and neat and tidy 
as a hotel. In front of the fireplace in the vaulted living 
room stood a spectacular three-foot-high floral 
arrangement, a gift from co-star Rollins.
Nancy and Carroll’s twenty-seven-year-old son Hugh lives nearby and co-stars in the show. He was bom in 
Italy when Nancy and Carroll were filming Cleopatra. As 
a teen-ager he suffered from Hodgkin’s disease and went 
through a couple of years of uncomfortable treatments. 
Moving along now with his own career, he says he’s 
learned a lot from his father but isn’t trying to emulate 
him. “ I ’m just trying to develop what I have.”  Music is 
“ probably my main love,” he says.
After Carroll had showered and changed we drove to 
Michelangelo’s, an Italian restaurant located in an old 
Victorian house on Railroad Street. Over eggplant 
parmigiana I asked Carroll, a native New Yorker, how he 
happened to come to Montana.
In 1948 he came to Chinook to visit the family of a 
girlfriend whom he had met in New York. The romance 
ended, but his girlfriend’s mother urged him to go to 
Missoula to the University and sent him to see G.D. 
Shallenberger, a popular mathematics professor. Carroll had
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attended Wake Forest College before World War II at age 
sixteen. Aspiring to a career in journalism he joined the 
staff of The New York Times and worked his way up from 
copy boy to makeup assistant before he was obliged to do 
service in the war. He says, “I saw Humphrey Bogart in a 
movie about the Merchant Marine so I became a merchant 
seaman.”
At UM Carroll studied journalism for one quarter before 
switching to English and history. He was an assistant editor 
of and a regular columnist for the Kaimin and a member of 
the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity. He also was a member of 
the Montana Masquers and appeared in several campus 
productions, including Life with Father. Nancy, who was 
working in costumes, remembered their meeting:
“ He was cast as the minister. I was getting heck because 
I hadn’t gotten his measurements. I saw him walking by 
Main Hall and said: ‘Carroll O’Connor you’re getting me 
in trouble. Stop right now. I want to get your chest 
measurements.”  That evening he came by and asked if I 
would like a ride home. We went with each other from 
then on.”
Then, as now, Carroll held strong opinions. When 
Central Board censored an editorial cartoon that Kaimin 
Editor Bill Smurr planned to run, he and Smurr both 
resigned. As a columnist Carroll had a reputation for being 
slightly radical. He tackled a variety of issues both serious 
and light, always with a disarming sense of humor. Calling 
himself “ your timid correspondent”  in one column, he 
wrote about being invited to serve on a panel discussion on 
morality in art “ in the interest of campus color (I wear 
loud socks).”  In another column, he wrote that while 
sitting in Professor Fiedler’s humanities lecture the sounds 
of the ROTC marching outside sadly reminded him of 
those goose-stepping Nazi storm troopers in melodramatic 
war movies. “ That stirred up a lot of controversy,”
Carroll said.
Bob Sias of Missoula, who had met Carroll in New York 
before he came to UM, remembers Carroll was “brilliant 
and articulate” at UM. He hasn’t changed much over the 
years, Sias says. “He’s always been the same. He looks 
about the same, except his hair was dark back then.”
In the summer of 1949 Carroll went to Dublin to help his younger brother Hugh, who also attended UM for a 
while, get established at the Royal College of Surgeons in 
Ireland. Carroll, whose ancestry is pure Irish (his mother’s 
maiden name was also O’Connor), liked Ireland and stayed 
and finished his degree at University College Dublin. After 
going into medical practice in Toledo, Ohio, Hugh was 
killed in a motorcycle accident. Carroll’s other brother 
Robert is a psychiatrist.
He and Nancy were separated for a year while she 
completed her degree at UM. For a wedding present 
Nancy’s family gave her the money to join Carroll in 
Dublin where they were married on July 28, 1951.
After graduation Carroll acted with the Dublin Gate 
Theatre for three years. While working on her master’s in 
education at Trinity College, Nancy taught part time at the 
Ballsbridge Masonic School for Girls and then worked full 
time at the Abbey Theatre as assistant set designer while 
also doing some acting.
In 1954 the O’Connors moved to New York City where 
theater work was hard to find. They lived in a cold- 
water flat while Nancy taught school on the rough Lower 
East Side and Carroll, who substitute taught, looked for 
acting jobs. During a visit to Nancy’s family in 1955, 
Carroll was offered a graduate assistantship at UM, so he 
decided to pursue a master’s in speech. Nancy, meanwhile, 
worked as art supervisor for Missoula’s elementary 
schools.
To fulfill his foreign language requirement Carroll chose 
to take the examination in French, although he feared his
Carroll, kneeling, 
portrays the minister in 
Life with Father 
presented at UM in 
1949.
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Nancy gives Anne-Marie Johnson (Althea Tibbs) a hag daring a break 
in the filming.
high school French had long since deserted him. “ I thought 
‘Lord help me now,’ ”  he recalls, as Professor Robert 
Burgess handed him his test—to translate the first act of a 
French play that Carroll had performed in English. He got 
an A, and Nancy said Burgess later told her how impressed 
he was with Carroll’s comprehension of the language.
“I remember him very well,” says Burgess, who retired 
in 1972 and had never heard the story about the test. “I 
think he was a very good student. He was very prominent 
on campus in the drama department. It was a small 
campus, and we went to all the productions. He was as 
talented then as he’s shown ever since.”
In 1960 Warner Brothers brought Carroll to Hollywood 
for his first important film role. He has twenty-six motion 
pictures to his credit including Lonely are the Brave, 
Waterhole #3, and Kelly's Heroes. His television career 
began with mostly dramatic performances on the “ U.S.
Steel Hour”  and ‘‘Kraft Theatre,”  and in 1971 he created 
the immortal Archie Bunker, whom he portrayed for 
thirteen years.
In 1958 Nancy designed costumes for and was in the cast 
of the original Ulysses in Nighttown, directed by Burgess 
Meredith. A year later she acted in another Meredith 
Broadway production, God and Kate Murphy. After Hugh 
was bom she chose to devote her energies to her family, 
although she continues to play a major role in Carroll’s 
career.
She also has continued to draw and paint and shares a 
studio with another artist in Conyers. She also takes a lot 
of quiet satisfaction in the work she does for charities and 
non-profit institutions, including the Neighbors of Watts 
child-care centers. She’s a trustee for the Actors Fund of 
America, the oldest theatrical charity in the world, and a 
founder of the Friends of the John Wayne Cancer Clinic at 
UCLA, which successfully treated her son and her brother
for cancer. This April the clinic will present its special 
service award, the “ Duke”  award, to the O’Connors at its 
annual fund-raiser. The Odyssey Ball.
Nancy has remained a loyal supporter of the University 
of Montana. Her family are all graduates: her father, Ralph 
E. Fields ’25, forestry; mother, Hulda ’27, journalism; and 
brother, John ’51, forestry. Both she and her mother were 
active in Kappa Kappa Gamma, and Hulda worked for the 
Alumni Association during the 1950s. Nancy also was a 
member of Spurs and an illustrator on the staff of the 
Sentinel yearbook. She appeared in many campus plays, 
and as a junior was a finalist in the Miss Montana contest.
“ Nancy was always entertaining,”  remembers Jim Dew, 
professor emeritus of art, who was one of her teachers. 
“ There was lots of drama in the art classes. Her work had 
a special flare, I think because of her personality....She 
was just a bom actress.”
Today she serves on the advisory board of the UM art 
department and as a trustee for the UM Foundation. Earlier 
this year she and Carroll established the Visiting Artists 
Fund at UM in honor of Dew and his late wife Jane and 
set up a fund to provide four-year scholarships for Native 
American students who wish to study forestry, journalism 
or pharmacy.
In 1980 Nancy began the complicated task of gathering 
together all the photographic work of her grandfather, Fred 
E. Miller. As an adopted member of the Crow tribe,
Miller photographed the Crows during the last years of 
their traditional plains life from 1898 to 1912. The 
negatives, auctioned off after Miller’s death in 1936, were 
thought to have been lost, but in 1980 Nancy was able to 
round up 140 glass plates. At Homecoming in 1985 she 
opened an exhibit of Miller’s work at the Paxon Gallery. 
The exhibit later toured the country. She also assembled 
and produced the catalog for the exhibit.
Over the next two days Nancy showed me aroundCovington, the small Southern town where “ Heat”  is 
filmed, and the film studio. The studio is an enormous 
warehouse set on three or four acres.
As I stepped into the cavernous building, which is eerily 
quiet and dark, I discovered the corridor is actually a set—a 
hospital corridor. Taking a couple of turns, I found the 
Sparta police station, the Magnolia Cafe, the chiefs house, 
the Tibbses’ house, Bubba’s bedroom and the jail. The 
props are all authentic, right down to the precinct maps, 
the fingerprint chart and the fire extinguisher on the wall.
In the cafe there’s real bubble gum in the candy jars on the
Jim Dew, Nancy’s 
former art teacher, 
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counter, and there are real canned goods on the shelves. 
Only the ceilings look different—there aren’t any.
The cast and crew treat the O’Connors like family. They 
affectionately call Carroll “Pops” and Nancy “Miz Nancy.” 
The actors have enormous respect for Carroll’s talent, for 
his willingness to listen to suggestions and the help he gives 
to others.
i  4 T T  e’s got a good heart. I don’t mean that as a pun,” 
X jL  Alan Autry, who plays Bubba, says. Carroll had 
sextuple bypass heart surgery in March. When the doctors 
told him he needed the operation, Carroll asked to have it 
done the next day. ‘‘I was so ignorant I wasn’t scared of 
anything,”  he says. “ I didn’t even know what was 
bypassed.”
Other co-workers call him a master teacher, “the ultimate 
actor,” someone who can “move people.”
“He is very, very alive,” says Swackhamer. “Being alive 
is a very hard thing for an actor to get to be, because most 
of them play at it; they don’t really live it. Carroll lives it.” 
Carroll says it’s a matter of concentration. “After a long 
time at it you’re able to switch onto a certain channel in 
your head—the reality channel, all you’ve learned about 
your character.”
The praise critics have for the show comes from its 
dealing with racial problems in the South, not, as Jack 
Hurst recently wrote in the Chicago Tribune, “with the 
nauseating heavy-handedness of typical Hollywood, but 
rather with a subtlety and indirection more characteristic of 
the small-town American himself. Many episodes ostensibly 
concern something else altogether, but the theme of white 
and black working together for the protection of both in 
Mississippi is the common thread through every one.”
A Southerner himself, Hurst said: “To my mind the show 
unflinchingly deals with issues that are or at least should 
be, at the center of consciousness not only in today’s South, 
but the rest of the nation as well. The rest of the nation 
never has dedicated itself to the same sort of social 
reconstruction it has required of the South.”
While Carroll says, “I don’t think I’ll ever play a better 
role for me than Archie,”  he finds Chief Gillespie to be a 
more complex, interesting character. What would Archie 
think of Chief Gillespie?
“ Oh, I think he would like him. Archie was prejudiced 
in favor of law enforcement officers in general....Gillespie, 
I think, is a much deeper character than Archie. Archie 
might never get to know him .”
In addition to racism the show has dealt with other 
controversial subjects, such as sexism and capital 
punishment, which Carroll opposes. Some critics have cited 
the show for its violence, to which Carroll admits, but he 
says, “ I think guns ought to be registered. I don’t think 
guns should be so easily obtainable.”
While I was visiting Conyers a fourteen-year-old boy 
shot and killed a young mother who was delivering pizzas 
to his house. The town was shocked and outraged. “ I feel 
compassion for the killer, too,”  said Carroll. “ He’s just a 
boy. He’s been psychologically neglected.”
Politically Carroll jokes about being a “ yellow dog 
Democrat” —someone who would vote for a yellow dog if 
it were a Democrat. Carroll makes few public 
endorsements, but during my visit he was the guest star at 
an evening fund-raiser for Max Cleland, the disabled
former head of the Veterans’ Administration and current 
secretary of state in Georgia. Cleland, who met and 
became friends with Carroll in California, is running for 
his third term as secretary of state.
Carroll says his current schedule doesn’t allow him much 
time to do anything but work. He won’t be able to go to 
Hollywood Jan. 7 when, as one of the century’s most 
influential actors, he’ll be inducted into the Television Hall 
of Fame. During his career Carroll has won four other 
Emmys (all for comedy), had eight Emmy nominations, a 
Golden Globe and a Peabody Award. He starred in, 
produced and wrote the 1973 Hallmark Hall of Fame 
Special “The Last Hurrah,” which he says is probably his 
favorite work, though some of the most prominent critics 
disliked it.
At age sixty-five he’s still vigorous and active, but he 
says, “I feel like retiring soon. It’s too much. I should not 
be using so much of my time to produce a TV show.”
On Sunday, the day I left Conyers and Carroll’s only day 
off, he was still engrossed in work, critiquing “dailies,” the 
raw footage from the previous day’s filming. As long as 
Carroll continues to do his show, work will command his 
full attention. His commitment to the people and the high 
quality of the show won’t allow him to settle for less.
“ When I go off the air, I want it to be my own wish, 
not the wish of a weary public,”  he says.
1
§
Carroll poses for photos with Max Cleland, right, and DeKalb County 
Commissioner Nathaniel Noslqf at a fund-raising party for Cleland.
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Papa Bear, we’ll m iss you
By Dave Guffey
Many of the athletic staff at the University called former 
Grizzly Athletic Director Harley Lewis “ Papa Bear,’’ not 
only out of affection, but because he exemplified 
everything positive about Grizzly athletics and the state of 
Montana.
Lewis, who was the athletic director at UM for fourteen 
seasons, had been an integral part of the copper, silver and 
gold scene as an athlete, coach and administrator since 
enrolling here in 1959.
The Butte native left UM in September 1989 to 
become the assistant director of championships for the 
National Collegiate Athletic Association in Mission, Kan.
“ Harley was tremendously successful as Montana’s 
athletic director and became virtually synonymous with 
Grizzly athletics,”  said President James V. Koch. “ I 
particularly appreciated his understanding and support for 
the academic side of the University. He got tremendous 
results with very small resources.”
One of Lewis’s biggest legacies is located behind the 
athletic department’s headquarters, sandwiched between 
Adams Field House and Mount Sentinel. That, o f course, 
is Washington-Grizzly Stadium, a 14,500-seat, natural-grass 
football facility Lewis brought from a dream to reality 
during his tenure as athletic director.
His success in athletics began at Butte High, where he 
was a three-year, letterman in football and track. He came 
to UM and excelled in track, holding the school record for 
the shot put for two seasons. He graduated in 1963 and
Lewis bids the Missoula community forewell at the UM vs. Eastern New 
Mexico football fame Sept. 2. The copper, silver and fold folf cart 
behind him was a gift to the Lewises from their fons. Behind Lewis are,
earned a master’s in physical education in 1964.
He then became a track assistant for the legendary Harry 
Adams, eventually taking over the men’s track and cross­
country programs in 1966. His teams would go on to win 
numerous Big Sky Conference cross country and track 
championships.
In 1975 he began his tenure as athletic director. His 
fourteen-year tenure is the longest in the school’s ninety- 
two-year history. With the exception of interim Associate 
Athletic Director Gary Hughes, Lewis hired every current 
coach and staff member in the department.
Not only was Lewis instrumental in making the stadium a 
reality, but he also spearheaded the recent effort to upgrade 
the track at Domblaser Field.
He also is proud of the development o f women’s athletics 
at UM, which, he said, “ rank among the top twenty to 
thirty schools in the country.”  His list of accomplislunents 
includes UM’s participation in the 1984 Mirage Bowi, 
hosting NCAA women’s basketball and N .I.T. tournament 
basketball games, and hosting prep basketball tournaments 
and track meets, all of which brought a lot of revenue to 
the community.
Marilou Dwyer Lewis x ’64, Harley’s wife, also was part 
o f the athletic department. She worked in the ticket office 
for several years. Marilou and Harley have two children, 
Stacy, 21, and Greg, 18.
Summing up his family’s feelings, Harley said, “ We will 
always be Montanans—no matter where we live.”
The feeling is mutual “ Papa Bear.”
from left, head track Coach Dick Koontz; Marilou Lewis; Grizzly Athletic 
Association Director A1 Kempfert, holding a gift from the GAA; and 
Richard Lyons, a senior radio-TV major.
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Brothers of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity who attended the Southern r * n  “Dagwood” ColdweU ’88, Phil Crawford ’87 and Craig Morris ’88.
California picnic are, from left: Bob Butler '85, Tom Mayes ’83, Dar-
Chapter News
Sheila Steams, vice president for university 
relations, and Betsy Holmquist, program coor­
dinator for the alumni office, were joined by 
approximately 300 UM football fans at a pre­
game rally before the UM vs. Eastern 
Washington University game. The football 
game, which was played in Spokane Sept. 23, 
was a great one for the Grizzlies; they won 
22-16. Be sure to watch your mail when there 
is a UM game in your area; the Alumni 
Association attempts to sponsor pre- or post­
game rallies at several away games each year.
UM alumni and friends attended a pre-game 
barbecue and pep rally in Fresno, Calif., before 
the UM vs. Fresno State football game Sept. 
9. There were 110 people for the barbecue, and 
another seventy alumni joined us for the rally. 
UM lost a hard-fought game to Fresno, 52-37. 
Thanks go to Lynn Eilefson ’57, Lou Griffie 
’57 and Joe Pepe ’60 who worked on the central 
planning committee for this event.
On Sept. 10, seventy California alumni and 
friends gathered at Hesse Park in Rancho Palos 
Verdes to visit and reminisce during the second 
annual Montana picnic. As part of the program, 
an outline of the state of Montana was drawn 
and everyone was asked to stand at the spot that 
represented their hometown. The participants 
had a terrific time forming their first “human 
map.’’ Special thanks go to Karen Schrim 
Dahlberg ’60, Maiy Ellen Cawley Turmell ’64 
and Bill Boettcher ’63 for organizing this event. 
Plans are already in the works to have the pic­
nic next year at the same location.
On Aug. 19 in Lansing, Mich., the “ Mon­
tanans in Michigan Society,’ ’ an offshoot of the 
UM Alumni Association, threw a party for over 
300 of their closest friends to honor Montana’s 
centennial. There was only one requirement for 
admission to the party: you had to have been 
bom, raised, employed or educated in Montana. 
This was the largest gathering in MMS’s 
history, with UM alumni outnumbering those 
of all other Montana colleges in attendance. Co­
host were “ UM Trail Bosses” John Thomp­
son ’66, Tom Dimmer ’85 and College of Great 
Falls graduate Jerry Roe.
Coming Events:
March 3, 1990 San Diego, Charter Day 
Dinner. Details to follow.
Contacts: Bruce Jelinek ’61 (619-225-1220) 
Cathy Peck Waylett ’69 (619-576-3860) 
Mary Mariarity Downey ’71, ’74 
(619-437-4283)
Marc Kouzmanoff ’74 (619-421-2456)
Paul Caine ’56 (619-236-1231)
Myra Shults ’64 (619-588-1300)
Nichole Mortensen ’88 (619-566-3975) 
March 9,1990 Seattle Charter Day Reception, 
Columbia Tower Club
UM alumni attending the Montanans in Michigan gathering were, kneeling: Mike Bremer ’75, 
John Thompson ’66, Tom Dimmer ’85, Dan Cooper ’74 and Randall Ward ’72. First row: Debra 
L. Diederlchs '75, Rayna Larsen, Mary Margaret Blackbnrn-Creps ’87, Jane Mee George ’44, 
Kathryn Moe *83, Nedra K. Klein '82, Sally Halverson, Paul Forrest ’78 and Sandra Noble Frank 
'67. Back row: Jim Carollo '83, Otto Larsen ’71, Bill George ’47, ’49, Carol Howard Hough x’59, 
Dean Morehead ’86, Carl Doxtator '72 and Jules Dominek ’37.
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Classnotes are compiled and edited by Paddy 
O ’Connell MacDonald. I f  you would like to 
submit information, please write to her c/o the 
Alumni Association, Brantly Hall, University of 
Montana, Missoula, MT 59812-1313.
’ 20s
Ronald Kain ’22 and Olive McKay Kain ’24 
celebrated their 60th wedding anniversary at 
their home in Washington, D.C., on June 29,
1989. Ron retired in 1965 after a long and 
distinguished career in government service. 
Olive is retired also.
Martha Dunlap-Moore ’28 of Chicago joined 
with more than 300 descendants of the founders 
of the University of Missouri in Columbia, 
Mo., to celebrate the university’s sesquicenten- 
nial last June.
Emmalou Neffner Baty’s name was 
inadvertently left out of the class of 1929 
reunion picture that ran in the last issue. Also 
Frances Nash Davis was misidentified. The 
cutline for the front row should have read: 
Helen Castle Nelson, Eileen Barrows Vance, 
Rachel Clark Wood, Emmalou Neffner Baty, 
Mary Brennan Harstad, Margaret Johnson 
Chinske, Frances Nash Davis, Mary Elliott 
Farrell and Gertrude White Bassett.
’30s
Class of 1930, don’t forget! Your 60-year 
reunion is June 7-10, 1990. Mark your 
calendars!
Robert Hendon ’31, J.D. ’34, is retired and 
lives in Nashville, Tenn. Bob, who is a trustee 
emeritus of the UM Foundation, came back to 
the University last summer and enrolled in two 
courses, “Russia: Yesterday & Today” and 
“The Modem Middle East: The Arab-Israeli 
Conflict.”  During the summer session, Bob 
lived in Aber Hall, which he found to be “ very 
commodious, with a great view.”
Phoebe Patterson Bell ’34 and Don Aldrich 
’35 were married last summer. They live in 
Missoula.
Ken Hufford ’34 recently was awarded an 
honoraiy membership in the American Institute 
of Certified Public Accountants, in recognition 
of his 40 years of membership. Ken lives in 
LaFayette, Calif.
Ena Ostberg Simpson ’37 was selected 
Montana’s Designated Senior Volunteer, and 
recently traveled to Washington, D.C., to join 
other state winners for an awards ceremony at 
the Health and Human Services building in the 
capital. Ena is retired and lives in Poison, Mont.
Robert R. “Bob” Milodragovich ’39 recent­
ly was chosen as an honored alumnus from 
UM’s School of Forestry.
’40s
Frank “Shorty” Nelson ’43 was one of 57 
people chosen recently out of 19,000 foresters 
in the United States to become a Fellow in the 
Society of American Foresters. Frank is retired. 
He and his wife, Jenny, live in Libby, Mont., 
where Frank was chosen Senior Citizen of the 
Year by the Lincoln County Senior Citizen’s 
Council.
“For nine years I’ve been volunteering as a 
teacher of Spanish to seniors in our Senior 
Center,”  writes Anna Kretschmar Gage ’44, 
who lives in Seattle.
“ I retired as division controller from Cham­
pion International Corp. in 1985,” writes Bill
Joe and Gretchen Huber Olheiser and Shorty pause before the Dirty Shame Saloon in Yaak, Mont.
Shorty keeps in shape
By Paddy O ’Connell MacDonald
To celebrate Montana’s centennial, Helena residents George W. “ Shorty”
Huber ’29, his daughter, Gretchen Huber Olheiser x ’58, and her husband, Joe, 
decided last summer to tour the state by bicycle. They began their trip in Yaak, a 
small town in the northwest comer of the state, and they cycled diagonally across 
the countryside to Alzada, 820 miles to the southeast. “ This route allowed us to 
pass through logging country, ranches, old mining areas, sugar beet fields and 
historical sites,”  Shorty reports.
They encountered a variety of weather along the way, including wind, rain, 
extreme heat and cold spells, as well as some grueling steep grades in the 
mountainous areas. “ The hills challenge a person’s physical abilities,”  Shorty 
says, “ but when riding up, one can envision the welcome descent on the other 
side.”
The three were greeted in many towns along the way, but the climax of the trip 
was in Alzada, where they were met at the Little Missouri River by the deputy 
sheriff and a group of well-wishers on bikes. Shorty, Gretchen and Joe were 
honored that evening at a dinner in Alzada’s Community Center.
For Shorty, the most gratifying part of the trip was the hospitality and 
friendliness of the folk they met along the way. “ People can make or break the 
attractiveness of the countryside,”  he reports, “ and from border to border, people 
in the small towns of Montana are the finest.”
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Past presidents of the UM Alumni Association gathered at Homecom­
ing are, first row: Henry “Dutch” Dahmer ’43, Paul Chumrau '39, Don­
na Yorton Davis ’74, '78, Bob Bennetts '46, Dan Marinlcovich '50, '57, 
Ken Doff'35, Hazel Hamm Grover '31, Katy Shallenberger Delano '49. 
Middle row: Roy Moline '52, Kermit Schwanke '39, Dan Dykstra *42,
Colin Raff '35, Sharon Northridge Leonard '64, Harold Hanson '40, 
Selden Frisbee '38, John Delano '47. Top row: George Sarsfield '50, 
Dale Galles '42, Ward Shanahan '53, '58, Hal Stearns '36, Jim Garl- 
ington '30, Connie Corette Kenney '60.
Hinrichs ’47. “ After 38 years, it is nice to be 
able to play golf, travel and garden as you so 
choose to do and when the fancy strikes you. ” 
Herman Schrader ’47, a retired pharmacist 
living in Great Falls, is the chairman of the 
Great Falls chapter of the Service Corps of 
Retired Executives.
Warren R. Amole Jr. ’49, executive direc- 
and pharmacy inspec­
tor for the Montana 
Board of Pharmacy, 
was named president 
of the National 
Association of Boards 
of Pharmacy at the 
association’s 85th an­
nual meeting in 
Charleston, S.C. 
Robert Svoboda ’49 lives in Santa Barbara, 
Calif., where he is chairman and CEO of 
California Thrift and Loan. Recently, Robert 
helped launch United Against Crime, a non­
profit organization working to make the south 
coast of California the safest district of its size 
in the United States.
'50s
E.F. “Al” Peffer ’50 is a forester with the 
Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture 
in Atlanta. He recently was honored by the Soil 
and Water Conservation Society for his profes­
sional achievements. Al lives in Avondale 
Estates, Ga.
“ I have retired from Sandia National 
Laboratories after 36 years as a senior contract 
auditor and have moved to our retirement home 
in Victor, Mont.,’’ writes Earl H. Simonson 
’52.
Mary Joan Tascher Wallace ’53 has writ­
ten a book, Medjugorje, its Background and 
Messages, which was published last spring. 
Mary Joan lives in Atascadero, Calif.
At his USAF Reserve retirement ceremony 
at Hurlburt Field, Fla., George G. Bovington 
’57, J.D. ’58, received the Legion of Merit 
from Brig. Gen. Hanson L. Scott, vice com­
mander of the 23rd Air Force. At a later 
ceremony at McChord AFB, Wash., Col. Bov­
ington received the Distinguished Service 
Medal from the Washington Air National 
Guard. Bovington is a lawyer in Seattle.
Bill Cogswell ’57, M.A. ’61, is acting chair­
man of the Division of Art at Emporia State 
University in Emporia, Kan.
Joan Hoff ’57 is executive secretary of the 
Organization of American Historians and pro­
fessor of history at Indiana University in Bloom­
ington, Ind. Recently, she co-edited a book, For 
Adult Users Only: The Dilemma o f Violent Por­
nography.
James W. Laux ’57, timber management 
planner in the USDA Forest Service’s northern 
region headquarters, has retired after 37 years 
of federal service. He lives in Hamilton, Mont.
Leo Shepherd ’58, M.Ed. ’61, has come out 
of retirement for the third time to become prin­
cipal at the elementary school in Shelby, Mont.
Major General Donald R. Williamson ’58, 
recent recipient of the 
Army’s highest 
peacetime award, the 
Distinguished Service 
Medal, assumed com­
mand on Sept. 13, 
1989, of the U.S. Ar­
my Aviation Systems 
Command during 
ceremonies at the
Army’s Charles Melvin Price Support Center 
at Granite City, 111. Donald and his wife. Sue, 
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Edwin H. Jasmin ’59 lives in Helena, where 
he is president of Norwest Bank. Recently, Ed­
win was elected president of the Montana 
Bankers Association.
Bryce E. Lundell ’59 lives in Cheyenne, 
Wyo., where he recently was appointed Wyo­
ming state forester.
Floyd Smith ’59, M.Ed. ’64, was selected 
as a national winner in the 1989 NASA Educa­
tional Workshops for Math and Science 
Teachers program. Floyd lives in Olympia, 
Wash.
’60s
Gary Brown ’60 of Missoula was recently 
chosen as an honored alumnus from UM’s 
School of Forestry.
Earl E. Morgenroth ’61 and his wife, Noella 
Nichols Morgenroth ’60, live in Reno, Nev., 
where Earl is president and chairman of 
Western Communications Inc. They have three 
children.
James J. Murphy ’61 lives in Butte, where 
he is president and CEO of Western Energy. 
He also serves on the board of directors of 
Entech Inc. Jim and his wife, Sandy, have three 
sons and a daughter.
James Stephenson Jr. ’61, M.F.A. ’65, is 
director of the School of Visual Arts in Penn 
State’s College of Arts and Architecture. He 
and his wife, Linda Westram Stephenson ’62, 
live in State College, Penn., with their three 
children.
Paul G. Ulrich ’61, an appellate lawyer prac­
ticing in Phoenix, Ariz., has been included in 
the 1989-1990 edition of The Best Lawyers in 
America. Recently, Paul and his wife, Kathleen, 
spoke on “ Motivating for Quality” as part of 
a program improving law practice quality 
presented at the American Bar Association an­
nual meeting in Honolulu.
“I enjoyed the challenge of attending college 
after 25 years,”  writes Einar L. Johnson ’62, 
who recently received his M.P.A. from Kent 
State University in Kent, Ohio. He now lives 
in Akron, Ohio, where he is a park manager 
at the Cuyahoga Valley National Recreation 
Area.
Ron Roginski ’62 recently was named acting 
ranger for the Philipsburg, Mont., district of 
the Deerlodge National Forest. Ron lives in 
Whitehall and stays in Philipsburg during the 
week.
Kitty Gleason Noel ’63, M.Ed. ’83 has ac­
cepted a three-year teaching appointment to the 
Hong Kong International School.
Elinor Misfeldt Dickson x’64 is a case 
manager for the homeless chronic mentally ill 
at St. Martin’s Day Shelter in Albuquerque, 
N.M.
Richard Dill ’64 lives in Stevensville, Mont. 
He manages rental properties in Missoula.
Robert Dill ’65 and his wife, Mary, live in 
Saudi Arabia, where he is an executive with 
Aramco Oil Company.
David Majors ’65 recently was elected second 
vice president of the Montana Wildlife Federa­
tion. David lives in Stevensville, Mont., with
his wife, Carolyn. They have two sons.
William G. Papesh ’65 is president of the 
Composite Group of Funds in Spokane.
Deraid G. Smith ’65, M.A. ’66, and his 
wife, Nancy, live in Calgary, Alberta, Canada, 
where Deraid is a professor of geography in the 
earth science department at the University of 
Calgary.
Michael R. Emerson ’66 and his wife. Dace, 
live in Washington, D.C., where Mike is chief 
of the General Litigation Division at the office 
of the judge advocate general.
Peggy Rismon ’66 and Paul R. Beckley were 
married in Kalispell, Mont., on July 8, 1989. 
After a honeymoon spent hiking in Yoho Na­
tional Park, British Columbia, the couple lives 
in Kalispell, where Peggy is the director of per­
sonnel at Flathead Valley Community College.
John M. Barrows ’67 is publisher of the 
Dillon Tribune in Dillon, Mont. He and his 
wife, Roberta, have one child, Elizabeth.
Thomas Topel ’67, a lawyer with the firm 
of Dorsey & Whitney in Billings, has been nam­
ed by Gov. Stan Stephens as a member of the 
state Board of Regents.
Diane MacDonald Barz J.D. ’68 has become 
the first woman justice on the Montana Supreme 
Court. Diane and her husband, Dan, have a son, 
Rocky. She plans to commute between Helena 
and her Billings home.
Dennis Fry ’68 lives in Hobson, Mont., 
where he is superintendent of schools.
Darrell Hagen ’68 lives in Helena, where he 
is a professor of computer science at Carroll 
College. Recently, Darrell was given the col-
Attending their 1964 class reunion at Homecoming were, first row: 
Carolyn Skalsky Sims, Nancy Long, Susan Puphal Koch, Jim Erickson, 
Joanne Hassing Ritvo, Mary Ann Marsh Campbell, Jo Ann Evans Hin- 
man and Larry Osborn. Second row: Jim Oset, Wilbur Wood, Penny
Huntsberger, Joan Smith Monaghan, Charlene Frojen, Kay Baldwin Lar­
son and Tom Beebe. Third row: Lynn Eyer Whitman, Dan Larson, 
Florine Smith, Jody Ann Zadra, Joe Daley and Chock Hope.
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UM’s House of Delegates convened at Homecoming. First row: Joan 
Watts Datsoponlons '66, Virginia Walters Foster '38, Robin McCann 
Turner '67, Joanne Hassing Ritvo '64, '66, Barbara Kundert Moy '68, 
Janet Fowler Dargitz *57, Sbaren Mirehouse Wenz *72. Second row: 
Rich Owens *76, Dennis Davis *87, Taml Bishop Rhodes *80, Kathryn 
Driscoll *84, *87, Lynn Everett *73, Glen Campbell *86, *87. Third row: 
Karen Schirm Dahlberg *60, Elaine Huber Adams *60, Beverly Simp­
son Braig *63, Karl Rogge *74TSteve Munson *71, Thomas Wilson *42, 
W. George Fultz *73. Fourth row: Don Hagan *82, William Evans *39,
*45, Helen Brumwell Evans *39, Karen Hillstrand Jensen *64, A1 
Cochrane *51, Thomas Dimmer *85, Larry Kravik *74, Bruce Ortisi 
*82, Marie Guenther *74. Fifth row: Carol Otthouse Palin *59, Robert 
Haugo *81, Barbara Wheeler Schustrom *62, Dan Short *78, Steve 
Turidewicz *73 John Coffee *64, Richard Ford *64, Reed Gunlikson 
*82, Merle Raph *86. Sixth row: Don Campbell *51, Keith Peterson *56, 
Tom Mathews *79, *87, Jim O'Day *80, Robert Bronson *77, Monte 
Solberg *79.
lege’s Burlington Northern Award for excep­
tional teaching. He and his wife, June, have two 
daughters.
Mikal Morgan Kellner ’68 was chosen to 
receive the 1989 American Veterinary Medical 
Association Humane Award. The award 
recognises a non-veterinarian who has 
demonstrated exceptional compassion for the 
welfare of animals. Mikal lives in Helena.
Susan Bergstrom Tate ’68 teaches at Cross 
Currents Christian School in Whitefish, Mont.
Terry Loveland ’69 is superintendent of 
Turner Schools in Turner, Mont.
Thomas K. Meagher ’69 lives in Butte, 
where he operates the physical therapy clinic 
in the Crest Nursing Home.
Don Sullivan ’69 lives in White Sulphur 
Springs. Mont., where he is a physician’s assis­
tant at Bair Medical Clinic and Mountainview 
Memorial Hospital and Nursing Home. Don 
and his wife, Anne, have one son.
’70s
Gerald M. Christensen ’70, M.Ed ’76, lives 
in Nome, Alaska, where he is an administrator 
with the Nome Public School System.
Mack Clapp ’70, M.S. ’72, is senior vice 
president of Equitec Institutional Realty Ad­
visors Inc. in Oakland, Calif.
Joseph F. Shevlin ’70 lives in Helena, where 
he is a shareholder with the office of 
Junkermeier, Clark, Campanella and Stevens, 
PC.
Don Byrd M.A. ’71 lives in Havre, Mont.,
UM Charter Days activities, on February 22, 1990, 
will include the presentation of three awards.
The Alumni Office is seeking nominations for these 
awards no later than January 22, 1990.
R obert T. Pantzer Award 
presented by the University of Montana administration, will go to a 
Montanan who has helped create a more open and humane learning 
environment at UM. Pantzer served as president of UM from 1966 
to 1974.
N eil S . Bucklew Presidential Service Award 
presented by the University of Montana Foundation, will honor a Mon­
tanan whose efforts have fostered a greater understanding of UM’s 
needs and strengths throughout the state. Bucklew was president of 
UM from 1981 to 1986.
M ontana Alum ni Award 
presented by the University of Montana Alumni Association, will 
recognize a former UM student for extraordinary service to the UM 
Alumni Association.
P lea se  su b m it n o m in a tio n s  to  
UM A lum ni O ffice, B ran tly  H all, 2 n d  F lo o r  W est 
M issoula, M T 5 9 8 1 2 , P h o n e  (406) 243-5211
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We hope you enjoy receiving the 
Montanan. We’re trying hard to 
keep you in touch with your 
university—with students, faculty, 
your friends and current issues and 
events. But—and there’s always a 
“ but” —we’d like to gently remind 
you to send in your “ voluntary 
subscription”  if you haven’t done so 
this year. And keep those cards and 
letters coming. It’s always good to 
hear from you.
Your Montanan 
News and Publications Office 
University of Montana 
Missoula, MT 59812
I enclose a  check  fo r $ 1 0  to  help  pay  m y share 
o f  th e  co s t o f  y o u r  p ub lica tion . T h e re  is so  
m u ch  va luab le  m a teria l in  each  is su e , an d  I 
a m  so  happy  to  se e  th e  em phasis  a t  la st on  the 
Ind ian  com m un ity . In  m y day  th e re  w as v ery  
little .
Jane Holmes Laird ’27 
12038 S m allw o o d  A ve.
D o w n ey , C A  90242
E n c lo sed  is m y c h e ck  fo r $ 4 0  fo r  m y  vo lun - ] [ 
ta ry  su b sc rip tio n  to  th e  M ontanan. A s th e  J l  
y e a rs  g o  b y , I need  th is  link  to  th e  p as t m o re  r  
th a n  ev e r, an d  I  read  ev e ry  pag e . I m ay have 
lived  in  the E a st fo r m o re  th a n  45  y e a rs , b u t 
m y h ea rt is  s till in  th e  W est.
Evelyn Osborn ’32 
R .D . 1, B ox 118 
S c ip io  C en te r, N Y  13147
E nc lo sed  is m y $ 1 0  ch eck  fo r the vo lun tary  
su b sc rip tion  to  th e  M ontanan. I en jo y  a ll o f  
the inform ation abou t the U niversity  tha t never 
seem s to  ap p e a r  in  th e  lo ca l p a p e rs . I  d o n ’t 
w an t to  m iss an  issue.
Jean Fnlmer Brown '4 2  
1435 C o lto n  B lvd.
B illings, M T  59102
E nc lo sed  p lease  find  m y c h e ck  as  a  co n trib u ­
tio n  to  keep  th e  M ontanan  g o in g . T h is  is  a 
very  w orthw hile  publication  fo r  o n e  w ho  lives 
in  “ B obca t C o u n try .”
Judith Patton Brenner '5 4  
2161 L ittle  B ea r R oad 
G alla tin  G a te w ay , M T  59730
P lease accep t the enclosed  check  a s  m y volun­
ta ry  su b sc rip tion  to  help  k ee p  issues o f  the 
M ontanan  com in g . W hat a  p leasu rab le  w ay 
to  keep  in touch. T he  years and m iles ju s t melt 
aw ay  as  I read  it fro m  c o v e r  to  co v e r.
Georgia Remmel '7 2  
11801 S .W . R id g e c re s t D rive  
B eaverton , O R  97005
E nc lo sed  is a  $ 1 0  ch eck  to  h e lp  w ith  the 
p ub lish ing  c o s ts  o f  the a lu m n i m agazine . I 
really  do  enjoy  each  issue, even  if  it does m ake 
m e a  b it h o m esick  fo r U M  an d  M issou la .
K eep  up  th e  good  w ork .
Linda Frazer '8 2  
11317A  B orea lis  
± E a g le  R iv e r, A K  99577
{  i
-----------------rs**'
where he works at Northern Montana College 
as a grant writer and director of the technology 
transfer center.
Russell Centanni Ph.D. ’71 lives in Boise, 
Idaho, where he is chairman of the Department 
of Biology at Boise State University.
Van C. Elsbernd ’70 lives in Butte, where 
he is supervisor of the 1.3:million-acre 
Deerlodge National Forest. Van and his wife, 
Wannie, have two daughters.
Karol Kramer Johnson ’70 was named 
Montana’s Woman of Achievement by the 
Montana Federation of Business and Profes­
sional Women’s Club. Karol lives in Great 
Falls, where she is principal of Great Falls High 
School.
Rob Quist x’70 co-wrote and performed in 
a musical and visual show, Western Harmony. 
The show was booked in Missoula, Helena and 
other cities around Montana, as well as in the 
Seattle Center in Seattle. The visual portion of 
the show was created by Bonni Willows Quist 
’83. Rob and Bonni live in Louisville, Colo.
Browning, Mont., educator Thomas A. 
Thompson M.Ed. ’70 recently was honored by 
UM and the UM Alumni Association for his 
contributions to education, the state and the 
Blackfeet nation. He and his wife, Athena, live 
in Heart Butte.
Stephen Dill ’71 and Mary Fraser Dill ’79 
live in Germantown, Tenn., where Steve is the 
southeast regional sales manager for Ioptex 
Research Inc., a manufacturer of intraocular 
lens implants for cataract patients. They have 
two sons.
C. Ed Laws J.D. ’71 is an assistant U.S. at­
torney with the United States attorney’s office 
in Billings. Ed and his wife, Betty Laws ’68, 
have two children.
Jack Quilico M.A. ’71 composed an or­
chestra piece, “The Maestro,’’ that was per­
formed by the Billings Senior High School 
orchestra last May. Jack lives in Billings.
Bill Yenne ’71 
lives in San Fran­
cisco, where he owns 
American Graphic 
Systems. He and his 
wife, Carol, have two 
daughters, Azia and 
Annalisa.
Terry Olcott 
Cohea ’72, M.A. ’73, 
lives in Helena, where she is a senior manage­
ment analyst for the Office of the State 
Superintendent of Public Instruction.
Carol J. Everly ’72 lives in Missoula, where 
she recently opened a law office.
Lloyd Acker ’73 is a warden sergeant with 
the Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and 
Parks in Missoula.
David H. Hickcox ’73 lives in Delaware, 
Ohio, where he is a professor of geology and 
geography at Wesleyan University.
Bernard F. Hubley ’73 lives in Helena, 
where he is an assistant U.S. attorney.
Robert R. Spencer ’73 owns Bob Spencer 
Photography in Kalispell. Recently, he was 
awarded the master of photography degree from
the Professional Photographers of America 
headquarters at Rosemont, 111.
Linda Ward-Williams ’73, M.A. ’79, is 
district ranger for the Beartooth District of the 
Custer National Forest.
Dru Wiley ’73, M.S. ’76, Ph.D. ’78, has 
been awarded a five-year grant to study the 
herpes simplex virus. The research will be con­
ducted at the City of Hope National Medical 
Center in Duarte, Calif.
Jacquie Gibson ’75, M.A. ’88, lives in 
Eugene, Ore., where she is-a mediator and 
director of the University of Oregon Mediation 
Program. Jacquie also teaches a course in con­
flict skills.
Terry J. Lovell ’75 is a professor in the 
business school at the University of Alaska in 
Anchorage. Currently, he is involved in a pro­
ject to study the decision making processes that 
led to the oil spill in the Prince William Sound 
by the Exxon Valdez. “ I am still single, with 
no rescue in sight,” Terry writes. “ I can’t find 
any girls I like as much as the ones I knew at 
UM.”
Gary R. Pfiefle ’75 lives in Sterling, HI., 
where he is an area conservationist for the Soil 
Conservation Service. He and his wife, Lois, 
have a son, Mikael.
Taro Seesurat ’75 lives in Hayward, Calif., 
where she is a sculptor. Recently, she was 
honored by the city of Los Altos for her “ex- 
trordinary talent . . . and generous contribu­
tions” to the community. In Taro’s honor, the 
mayor of Los Altos proclaimed June 21, 1989, 
as “Taro Seesurat Day.”
Larry D. Williams M.F.A. ’75 is personnel 
director for Bozeman Public Schools. Recent­
ly, he was made chairman of the Montana Arts 
Council.
George Bailey ’76, M.Ed. ’82, lives in 
Broadus, Mont., where he is the Broadus 
School Systems superintendent. He and his 
wife, Anita Oberhofer Bailey ’75, have two 
children, Brendon and Julie.
4 4I am currently an instructor in the natural 
resources management program in Keewatin 
Community College in The Pas, Manitoba, 
Canada,” writes David McAllister ’76.
John F. Hedge ’76 lives in Billings, where 
he is managing partner of KPMG Peat 
Marwick.
Richard W. “Rich” Owens ’76 lives in An­
chorage, Alaska, where he is rooms division 
manager for the Clarion Hotel.
Mark Petroni ’76 is a forest ranger for the 
Beaverhead National Forest’s Madison Ranger 
District. He and his wife, Diane, live in En­
nis, Mont. They have three children, 
Christopher, Andrew and David.
Keith Aune ’77 is supervisor of the Montana 
Fish, Wildlife and Parks’ wildlife laboratory in 
Bozeman. Keith and his wife, Cindy, have four 
children.
Karen Callen ’77 performed with 
Metropolitan Opera star Pablo Elvira in the 
Centennial opera, Pamelia, which premiered 
in Billings last August.
David C. Lawrence ’77 lives in Gainesville, 
Fla., where he is human resources director for




the city of Gainesville. Recently, David earn­
ed his C.C.P. designation from American 
Compensation of Scottsdale, Ariz.
Paula Norby ’77 recently earned a master’s 
degree at Central Washington University in 
Ellensburg, Wash.
Dan Spoon ’77, J.D. ’81, is a partner in the 
law firm of Graham, Reep & Spoon in 
Missoula.
Margaret E. Bennington-Davis ’78 receiv­
ed her Doctor of Medicine degree from the 
Oregon Health Sciences University in Portland 
last June, and she is doing her residency in 
psychiatry there. Margaret, her husband, Tim, 
and their son, Dane, live in Beaverton, Ore.
Jim Horn ’78 is teaching school at the 
Escuela Campo Alegre, an American private 
school in Caracas, Venezuela.
Scott Johnson ’78 lives in Billings, where 
he is vice president of the agribusiness depart­
ment for First Interstate Bank.
Robert Smith ’78, M.Ed. ’82, is the prin­
cipal at Washington and Westview Schools in 
Hamilton, Mont. He and his wife, Peggy, have 
three children Mike, Stacy and Becky.
Barbara Ward Merchant ’78 is assistant 
director of human resources for the Visiting 
Nurse Association of South Central Connec­
ticut. She lives in Stratford, Conn.
Bob Tribelhorn ’78 lives in-Joliet, Mont., 
where he is the Beartooth Resource 
Conservation Development coordinator.
JoAnn Williams ’78 is a teacher at Cascade 
Colony School in Cascade, Mont.
Paul R. Cory ’79 lives in Great Falls, where 
he is counselor-supervisor of the Great Falls 
Transition Center.
Robyn Morrison Young ’78 lives in Helena, 
where she is deputy securities commissioner for 
the state auditor.
Diane Williams Rankin ’79 is a pharmacist 
at Buttrey Food and Drug in Billings. She and 
her husband, Sam, have two daughters, Darah 
and Emily.
Dawn Stratton ’79, M.B.A. ’80 is an audit 
officer for First Interstate Bancsystem in 
Billings.
’80s
James L. Carper ’80 received a post­
graduate certificate of geriatric pharmacy from 
the University of Washington. Jim lives in 
Seattle.
Michael McCoy ’80 has written a book, 
Mountain Bike Adventures in the Northern 
Rockies, which was reviewed by Newsweek. 
I Michael lives in Missoula, where he works as 
I director of tours for Bikecentennial.
Tom Rygg ’80 lives in Havre, Mont., where 
I he is a partner with Galusha, Higgins & 
Galusha, a certified public accounting firm.
Andrew Scheidermayer ’80 lives in 
Philipsburg, where he teaches grade school. He 
and his wife, Connie, have two sons, Luke and 
Kurt.
Scott Spencer J.D, ’80 lives in Libby, 
Mont., where he is Lincoln County attorney.
Paul D. Strom ’80 and Janis E. Hayes- 
Strom M.A. ’87 live in Saipan in the Northern 
Marianas Islands. Paul is an auditor for Touche 
Ross & Co., and Janis is an audiologist for the 
Commonwealth Hospital. They have a 
daughter, Kirsten.
Brian Van Valkenburg ’80 and his family 
were injured in a serious car accident near 
Whitefish, Mont., on July 27, 1989. Brian is 
now confined in the constant care unit at 
Deaconess Hospital in Billings. He has been in 
a coma since the accident. His wife, Gail, was 
rushed to a Missoula hospital, where she 
delivered a son that was expected in September. 
Gail, the new baby and the Van Valkenburg’s 
other son, Paul, are doing fine. Cards may be 
sent to their home address at 1135 Patriot, Bill­
ings, MT 59105.
Frank Bunton ’81 lives in San Diego, where 
he owns and operates Talton/Louley Engineer­
ing, a computer firm.
Bill Clark ’81 lives in Palm Harbor, Fla. He 
works for Deloitte, Haskins & Sells in Tampa, 
where he is responsible for the Southeast Finan­
cial Consulting Group. He has a son, 
Christopher.
Kenneth A. Crawford ’81 received a Doc­
tor of Medicine degree at the University of 
North Dakota School of Medicine and will go 
on for residency training in surgery. He lives 
in Grand Forks.
James R. Mountain ’81 is senior audit 
manager for Deloitte 
Haskins & Sells, an 
international account­
ing and consulting 
firm. He and his wife, 
Bonnie Sue Briggs 
Mountain ’80, J.D. 
’83, live in Oakland, 
Calif. They have a 
daughter, Alicia 
Marie.
Alan Rosenberg ’81, who was famous for 
at least 15 minutes in April ’88 for hyping and 
selling his literary memorabilia at a well- 
publicized New York auction, is plotting his 
return to Montana. Alan, who lives in Portland, 
Maine, plans to return sometime this summer 
to begin work on his new novel, I ’ll be the 
Bomb, You be London. He now writes a bi­
weekly column on public relations and the 
media titled “ Spin-Speak” for a business 
journal.
After graduation, Janet Siebert ’81 went on 
to earn her M.Ed from Peabody College of 
Vanderbilt University. “ I am now enjoying 
both the teaching and traveling afforded by posi­
tions as computer coordinator in international 
schools. Having spent two years in Kuwait, I 
am now packing my bags to head for the Inter­
national school of Moshi at the foot of Mount 
Kilamanjaro in Tanzania,”  she writes.
Jean Siebert ’81 lives in Tucson, Ariz., 
where she is a medical librarian at the Univer­
sity of Arizona Health Science Center.
Kathy Bidegaray Irigoin ’82, J.D. ’85, is 
an attorney with the law firm of Habedank, 
Cumming, Best, Maltese & Savage in Sidney,
THANK YOU ALUMNI
FOR
Giving “10” For The Griz
The Grizzly Athletic Association and 
the Department of Intercollegiate 
Athletics wishes to thank the 
thousands of you who so generously 
responded to our Give “10” for the Griz 
Campaign.
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This indispensible listing 
of all living alumni is 
cross referenced in three 
sections—alphabetical, 





Send a check made payable to 
the UM Alumni Association (UMAA) to:
UM Alumni Office 
Brantly Hall
2nd Floor West i
Missoula, MT 
59812 fa '
For more V ^  y  \
information, J
call 406-243-5211
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Mont. She and her husband, Tom Irigoin ’80, 
have two children, Brett and Jacqueline.
Dennis Kozeluh ’82 is performing in Phan­
tom o f the Opera in Vienna, Austria.
Richard L. Shaffer M.Ed. ’82, Ed.D. ’84, 
lives in Big Sandy, Mont., where he is the 
superintendent at Big Sandy High School.
Brett W. Smith ’82 received an M.B.A. 
degree from Duke University in Durham, N.C.
Peter T. Stanley J.D. ’82 lives in Billings, 
where he is a partner with the law firm of 
McNamer & Thompson.
Dan Ulmer M.A. ’82 is executive director 
of the Easter Seal Society in Mandan, N.D. He 
and his wife, Renee, have three children.
Dan Vukovich ’82 is a shareholder in the 
CPA firm of Hamilton Misfeldt & Company 
in Havre, Mont.
Bret Bennett ’83 lives in La Jolla, Calif., 
where he works for Business Real Estate 
Brokerage Co.
Mike Mayer ’83 lives in Missoula, where he 
is the director of SUMMIT, an organization 
assisting independent living for disabled 
persons.
Julie Moore ’83 is a performer in Forbid­
den Disney, a show that is performed five times 
nightly at the Comedy Warehouse in Disney 
World in Orlando, Fla.
Pam Newbern ’83, M.A. ’85, is state editor 
and correspondent supervisor for the Montana 
Standard in Butte.
Kathleen Miller Putzig ’83 and her husband, 
Bartholomew, live in Avon, N.Y., where she 
operates a licensed day care center. They have 
two sons, Allen and Elias.
Captain Richard R. Rhodes ’83 is the 
logistics officer for the U.S. Army’s 29th Signal 
Brigade in Fort Gordon, Ga. He lives in Mar­
tinez, Ga.
David Simmons ’83 works at the Children’s 
Theater Company of Minneapolis. Recently, he 
traveled to Moscow on an exchange between 
the Minneapolis theater and Moscow Central 
Children’s Theater.
Tim Ward x’83 recently performed in a pro­
duction of William Inge’s Bus Stop in 
Bridgeport, Conn.
Larry Bauer ’84 lives in Lewistown, Mont., 
where he is a loan officer for Farm Credit 
Services.
Alicia Bullock-Muth ’84 performed with 
Metropolitan Opera star Pablo Elvira in the 
centennial opera, Pamelia, which premiered in 
Billings last August.
Anne Calcagno M.F.A. ’84 and her hus­
band, Michael Fitzpatrick M.F.A. ’84, live in 
Chicago. Recently, Anne won a National En­
dowment for the Arts Creative Writing 
Fellowship.
Shaun Gant M.F.A. ’84 was the recipient 
of a National Endowment for the Humanities 
fellowship to participate in the 1989 program 
of summer seminars for school teachers. Shaun
teaches school at Spring Creek Community, 
west of Thompson Falls, Mont.
Rosi Carollo Keller ’84 was named UM’s 
controller after serving as acting controller since 
October 1988. She lives in Missoula.
Kelly Stengem Nichols ’84 lives in Billings, 
where she is cash management officer for 
Norwest Bank.
Marcey Femling Schwarz J.D. ’84 is a part­
ner in the law firm of Oliver & Paxinos in 
Billings.
Mark S. Werner J.D. ’84 lives in Billings, 
where he is a partner with the law firm of 
McNamer & Thompson.
Renee Harball ’85 lives in Havre, Mont., 
where she is the manager of Maurice’s, a men’s 
and women’s fashion store.
Darren C. Hollenbaugh ’85, a recent 
graduate of the University of Washington 
School of Medicine, recently was awarded the 
Seattle Academy of Internal Medicine Prize, 
given to the student who gave the best perfor­
mance in internal medicine and who showed the 
greatest promise of becoming a fine internist.
Marvin J. Knapstad Jr. ’85, J.D. ’88, is an 
attorney for the law firm of Corette; Smith, 
Pohlman & Allen in Butte.
Vicki Long Krause J.D. ’85 lives in Round­
up, Mont., where she practices law. She and 
her husband, Karl, have four daughters.
Lisa Lovell ’85, J.D. ’88, is an attorney in 
the legal department of The Montana Power 
Company in Butte.
Mary Louise Mark ’85 lives in Lansing, 
Mich., where she is a student at the Michigan 
State School of Medicine.
Dennis Patrick Murphy ’85 is the boys’ 
basketball coach for Malta High School in 
Malta, Mont.
Susan Bortnem Weber ’85, J.D. ’88, is an 
associate with the law firm of Miller & Cook 
in Great Falls.
Glenn J. Barr ’86 lives in Osterholz- 
Scharmbeck, Federal Republic of Germany, 
where he flies helicopters and is executive 
officer of an air calvary troop.
“ You can find me either shoeing horses or 
working as a park ranger with the National Park 
Service,” writes Wilson Burnham ’86. He 
recently moved from Boston to California, and 
is employed as a ranger at Bullfrog Basin, Glen 
Canyon NRA on the shores of Lake Powell. 
Wilson lives in Cottonwood, Calif.
K. Bill Clark M.S. ’86 lives in Helena, where 
he is on the staff of Chen-Northem. Bill serves 
on groundwater investigations throughout the 
region.
Judith Gosnell-Lamb M.Ed. ’86 and her 
husband, Roy, live in Conrad, Mont., where 
she works for Big Sky Special Education Co­
operative as an itinerant special education 
teacher traveling to the outlying school districts.
Lisa Rice Jones ’86 lives in Fort Myers, 
Fla., where she teaches high school chemistry. 
Lisa is also a part-time faculty member at 
Edison Community College.
James D. LeSueur ’86 and Heather M. 
Reese LeSueur ’86 live in Chicago, where 
James is in the Ph.D. program at the Universi-
Each year the University of Montana Alumni Association honors outstand­
ing alumni. Nominations for awards are currently being sought from alumni 
and friends of the University who wish to submit names of outstanding 
former students or graduates. Nomination forms are available from the 
UM Alumni Office, University of Montana, Missoula, MT 59812. Nomina­





of award recipients 
will be made by a committee 
of the UM Alumni Association.
The awards will be presented during Homecoming 1990.
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Attending the UM Advocate reunion at Homecoming were, first row: Stefani Gray, Paige Wilson, 
Carlos Pedraza, Director Frank Matule, Tim Astle and Dnane Flamand. Second row: Gordy Pace, 
Kristie Corrigan, Nary McCann, Jed Liston and Tom Wynne, Third row: Dan McGuire, Deanna 
Gross, Jill Flemming Flynn (with a future Advocate), Van Blakely and Scott Johnson. Row four: 
Sharilyn McGuire, Glen Campbell, Eric Botterbusch, Kelly Elder and Maribeth Molloy Johnson.
ty of Chicago.
Gregory G. Wright ’86 is director of place­
ment for Coastal Training Institute, a business 
college in New Orleans. He is working toward 
a BSN in nursing at the University of New 
Orleans.
Janice Zabel ’86 is on the staff of the Siskiyou 
Daily News in Yreka, Calif.
John Garrity ’87 lives in Mali, Africa, where 
he teaches math to village high school students. 
John, who is in Africa as a Peace Corps 
volunteer, teaches in French, the national 
language.
Todd Lucier ’87 lives in Frenchtown, Mont., 
where he teaches business education at French­
town High School.
Connor Smith ’87 performed with 
Metropolitan Opera star Pablo Elvira in the 
centennial opera, Pamelia, which premiered in 
Billings last August.
Frank E. Sucha ’87 lives in Columbia Falls, 
where he teaches first grade at Columbia Falls 
Elementary School.
Leo Ward J.D. ’87 lives in Helena, where 
he is an attorney for the law firm of Browning, 
Kaleczyc, Berry & Hoven.
Mary Warner ’87 is a part-time art teacher 
at Fort Shaw School and Sun River Middle 
School. She lives near Simms, Mont.
Navy Ensign Saundra L. Christian ’88 was 
commissioned to her present rank upon gradua­
tion from officer candidate school at the Naval 
Education Training Center in Newport, R.I.
Doris Gannon ’88 teaches English and 
Spanish at Centerville H.S. in Centerville, 
Mont.
John Jacobs ’88 lives in Missoula, where he 
is safety coordinator for Beach Transportation 
Company.
Bill Freeman ’88 lives in Ronan, Mont.,
where he is a pharmacist at Lindburg’s Phar­
macy. His wife, Mariea, is pursuing an account­
ing degree at UM.
Christina Moore ’88 teaches English at 
Darby High School in Darby, Mont.
Paul Pilskalns ’88 lives in Frazer, Mont., 
where he teaches at Frazer School.
Rick Rasmussen ’88 and his wife, Sharyl, 
live in Hayden Lake, Idaho, where Rick is an 
accountant for Louisiana Pacific.
Second Lieutenant Rod D. Robison ’88 is sta­
tioned at the Marine Corps Air Ground Com­
bat Center in Twenty nine Palms, Calif.
Ellen Ruesegger Sedgwick ’88 and Brad 
Sedgwick were married August 12,1989. They 
live in Carson City, Nev.
Marine 2nd Lt. Holland E. Stenberg ’88 
recently completed the basic school at the 
Marine Corps Combat Development Command 
in Quantico, Va.
Leslie Blair ’89 teaches English, speech and 
drama in Belt, Mont. She has a daughter, 
Emmie.
Shelly Fyant ’89 lives in Orofino, Idaho, 
where she is employed with the Clearwater 
National Forest. She has two sons, A.J. and 
Daryl.
Donel Lembke x’89 is director of the Stars 
national dance program in Butte.
Lonnie E. McCurdie ’89 lives in Yakima, 
Wash., where he is a pharmacist at Shopko.
Thomas Perrick ’89 lives in Missoula, 
where he works for Security Financial Services, 
the brokerage and insurance department of 
Security Federal Savings Bank.
Sarah Schumacher M.Ed. ’89 is principal 
at Corvallis High School in Corvallis, Mont.
Chad M. Slack ’89 is attending Pepperdine 
University School of Law in Malibu, Calif. 
Chad was a recipient of a Dean’s Scholarship
from the school.
Steven C. Stahlberg x’89 is a staff account­
ant for the firm of L. Ray Wicks in Columbia 
Falls, Mont.
Claudie Jo Sterner ’89 teaches third grade 
at Daly Elementary in Hamilton, Mont.
Cynthia Carey Thornton J.D. ’89 is the 
county attorney for Powder River County. She 
lives in Broadus, Mont.
Births
Matthew Ryan to Bill Brenner ’79 and 
Joanne Brenner, Aug. 15, 1989, in Sidney, 
Mont.
Caroline Julia to Dawn Grant Pedersen ’80 
and Romie Pedersen ’78, March 5, 1989, in 
San Jose, Calif.
Kelsey Anne to Cindy Chausee Ammond- 
son ’83 and Mark Ammondson ’83, Aug. 24, 
1988, in Butte.
Jessamyn Claire to Anne Calcagno M.F.A. 
’84 and Michael Fitzpatrick M.F.A. ’84, May 
4, 1988, in Chicago.
Allison Marie to Angela Dwight Comer ’87 
and Jeff Comer, Sept. 10,1988, in Ontonagon, 
Mich.
Kirsten Mamey to Janis E. Hayes-Strom 
M.A. ’87 and Paul D. Strom ’80, Oct. 16, 
1988, in Saipan, Northern Marianas Islands.
New Year’s 
Resolution #1:




Single life membership: 250.00 
Couple life membership: 350.00
For more information 
contact the 
UM Alumni Association 
Brantly Hall 
Second Floor West 
Missoula, MT 59812 
406-243-5211
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In Hemoriam
The Alumni Association extends sympathy to 
the families of the following alumni and friends: 
Gertrude Clark ’21, Missoula 
Miriam Woodard Bell ’25, Old Saybrook, 
Conn.
Helen Berger McGregor ’25, Butte 
Orville “Dusty” Sparrow ’27, Phoenix, Ariz. 
H.H. “Rip” Van Winkle ’27, Jackson, Wyo. 
Mary Maier Booth ’28, Redlands, Calif. 
Helen Frances Krebs Smith ’30, Lake 
Oswego, Ore.
Victor F. Sager ’34, Missoula 
William Ray Woods ’35, Great Falls 
Ralph A. Micken M.A. ’36, Great Britain, 111. 
Carl E. “Caulie” Swanson ’37, Missoula 
Charles R. Gajan ’38, Sacramento, Calif. 
Faith Embrey Hustad ’39, Helena 
Victor A. Johnson ’40, Philipsburg, Mont. 
Roseanne Roe ’40, Helena 
Isabel A. Parsons ’41, Butte 
Nora Clifton Rimel ’41, Missoula 
Russell Anderson ’42, Libby, Mont.
Wilbur “Bill” Hirst J.D. ’42, Missoula 
Donald R. Ackerlund ’44, Sedro Wooley, 
Wash.
Helen Gillespie x’45, Missoula 
Lois Jean Smith Gemmel ’47, Bozeman 
Allen McKenzie J.D. ’47, Butte 
Maurice V. “Maury” White ’47, Billings 
Adele Mueller Stevens ’48, Spokane 
Francis X. “Pete” Small x’49, Kensington, 
Calif.
Dola N. Wilson ’49, J.D. ’50, Great Falls 
Reid W. Biggerstaff ’50, Phoenix, Ariz. 
Archibald “Archie” Daws Jr. ’50, Bozeman 
Lynn Douglas McGlynn ’50, Great Falls 
Donna Seel Gray ’51, Helena 
Willard F. Zwang ’51, Libby, Mont. 
Kathryn “Kitty” Fox Berube ’52, Butte 
Mona J. Brown Skrederstu x’52, Twin Falls, 
Idaho
Thomas Alva Baird J.D. ’53, Los Angeles 
Windsor Fernette M.S. ’53, Oregon City, 
Ore.
Carl Launer M.Ed. ’57, Kalispell 
Myra Corbett Plummer x/57, Baker, Mont. 
Rosamond Dorr King ’59, Broadus, Mont. 
William Lee McIntosh ’66, Billings 
M. Keith McClurg ’68, Albuquerque, N.M. 
Earl Lloyd Miller M.A. ’68, Andover, Mass. 
Robert F. St. Peter ’68, Osbum, Idaho 
Paul W. Gjefle Jr. x’72, Seattle 
Henry T. Graves ’76, Luray, Va.
Kathleen R. Clowers ’77, Trego, Mont. 
David Eckenweiler x’81, San Francisco 
Mark Grove ’84, Missoula 
Phil Hess, professor of radio-television from 
1962 to 1989, and founder of KUFM in 
1965, Missoula 
Walter Hook, artist and art professor, from 
1955 to 1977, Missoula 
Walter Neil King, professor of English 
literature from 1955 to 1985, Missoula
New Alumni Association 
Life Members
Robert A.H. Adams ’59, Missoula 
Susan Broeder Anderson ’83, Eugene, Ore. 
Jane Weaver Baldock ’72, Wenatchee, Wash. 
Stephen J. Baldock ’72, Wenatchee, Wash. 
William R. Beck ’83, J.D. ’86, Huntington 
Beach, Calif.
Howard Bischoff ’34, Plains, Mont. 
Maureen Britton ’85, Billings 
Gary B. Carlson ’69, Clancy, Mont.
Sherrill Lindsay Carlson ’69, Clancy, Mont. 
Barbara Trott Crump ’69, Edwards, Calif. 
J. Duncan Crump ’69, Edwards, Calif.
Don V. Cummins ’73, Beaverton, Ore.
Paul J. Enochson ’58, Irving, Texas 
Louis J. Garcia ’64, Las Vegas, Nev.
James W. Guyer ’78, Ogden, Utah 
Rita Walter Hefron ’65, Bloomington, Ind. 
Jon N. King ’67, Yorkstown, Va.
Carol Glenn Lalani ’67, Surrey, England 
Rebecca S. Lange ’85, Winnemucca, Nev. 
John Kelly Leary ’79, Gahanna, Ohio 
James R. Leonard ’53, Mission Viejo, Calif. 
Helen Oktabec Linderman ’39, Butte 
Joyce Lowe ’85, Wimberly, Texas 
Donald E. Moulton ’70, North Bend, Ore. 
Laurence M. Osburnsen ’39, Big Arm, Mont. 
Alice Pat, Redlands, Calif.
Chon Ho Pat ’79, Redlands, Calif.
Vincent Geoffrey Poore ’84, Royal Oak, 
Mich.
James R. Reger ’73, Billings 
Janet S. Roemmel M.A. ’82, Cambridge, 
Mass.
Marcia Fahey Sauerbrey ’50, Costa Mesa, 
Calif.
Joseph Patrick Simons ’83, Sunburst, Mont. 
Alice Taylor Snow ’33, West LaFayette, Ind. 
Darlene E. Spek ’56, Sunnyside, Wash. 
Suzanne Small Trustier ’73, Ashland, Mont. 
Robin McCann Turner ’67, Creve Coeur, Mo. 
Ben Tyvand ’48, M.Ed. ’70, Missoula 
David W. Valentine ’85, Winnemucca, Nev. 
Earl Dale Wilcox ’83, Holyoke, Mass.
John A. Williams Jr. ’78, Reading, Mass. 
Richard Wray ’50, Bethesda, Md.
Lost Alumni
We have lost contact with the people listed 
below. Some have not been heard from since 
graduation; some have moved and have not sent 
us a forwarding address; some have married 
and changed their names; some may have died. 
If you know where any of these people are, 
please drop a note to the Records Department, 
UM Alumni Association, University of Mon­
tana, Missoula, Mt., 59812-1313.
’30s
Olga Hammer Armstrong; Faye Chapman 
Blackburn; Alfred V. Caruso; Avis Wheat David­
son; Kenneth Downs; William K. Lofstrom; Grace 
Thompson Maughan; Henry Miller; Gertrude 
Bailey Warne.
’40s
Trafford S. Burnett; Charles F. Chandler; Ina Kero 
Dixon; Harold Goldstein; Joyce Gruel Graft; Jane 
Berland Hall; Lena M. Jette; Ellen M. Johnson; 
Alvin R. Kincaid; Ruth Elgas Linaker; Robert 
Lowery; Henry Lowney; John F. Mahoney; Henry 
McCall; Paul E. Neff; Leonard B. Nelson; Gut C. 




27-Feb. 3 Alumni cruise in the Caribbean 
31-Feb. 5 Missoula Repertory Theatre’s pro­
duction of Out West in Missoula
February
7, 8 Out West, Helena
9 Out West, Dillon, Mont.
10 Out West, Idaho Falls, Idaho
12 Out West, Rock Springs, Wyo.
13 Out West, Pinedale, Wyo.
14 Out West, Riverton, Wyo.
16-17 Out West, Arvada, Colo.
18-19 Out West, Steamboat Springs, Colo.
20 Out West, Rangely, Colo.
21 Out West, Craig, Colo.
23-24 Out West, Aspen, Colo.
27 Out West, Hailey, Idaho
28 Out West, Twin Falls, Idaho 
March
2 Out West, Enterprise, Ore.
3 Out West, Pendleton, Ore.
4 Out West, Hermiston, Ore.
5 Out West, McMinnville, Ore.
6 Out West, Eugene, Ore.
7 Out West, Portland, Ore.
8 Out West, Tacoma, Wash.
9 Out West, Enumclaw, Wash.
10 Out West, Moses Lake, Wash.
12 Out West, Moscow, Idaho
14 Out West, Libby, Mont.
15 Out West, Plains, Mont.
16-17 Out West, Bigfork, Mont.
18 Out West, Poison, Mont.
20 Out West, Great Falls
21 Out West, Big Sky, Mont.
22 Out West, Bozeman, Mont
24 Out West, Glendive, Mont.
25 Out West, Plenty wood, Mont.
28 Out West, Hardin, Mont.
29 Out West, Miles City, Mont.
30 Out West, Billings
31 Out West, Butte 
April
1 Out West, White Sulphur Springs,
Mont.
2 Out West, Livingston, Mont.
3 Out West, Anaconda
5 Out West, Cut Bank, Mont.
Out West, Lewistown, Mont.
8 Out West, Havre, Mont.






Open to all 
alarm and friends 
of Ik  University of Montana
$180 p er person. This includes room, board, 
and tuition. The weekend begins with a  
welcome party on Friday evening and ends with 
a  farewell breakfast on Sunday morning. Space 
is limited; payments are accepted until May 1.
Write to the Alumni Center,
University of Montana 
Missoula. MT 59812 
do Paddy MacDonald 
or call (406) 243-5211
University ofMontana
The University o f Montana thanks Big Sky 
Transportation Company for providing trans­
portation to faculty of the Master o f Business Ad­
ministration program in Billings.
A major participant 
in the Montana 
Business Community.
D. A. Davidson SC Co.
SOMETHING TO BE PROUD O F...
... Our 42 key people who are 
University of Montana Alumni
Ia n  B. D av idson ’53 G re a t F alls J im  P u rd y ’7 0 /7 3 G re a t F a lls
J e r r y  T ucker ’53 K alispell A r t  T adej ’70 G re a t F a lls
D elo res L a n d sv e rk ex  ’54 G re a t F a lls S c o tt W ink '70 H av re
T om  C am pbell ’55 H elena K en Y achechak '7 0 /7 4 * K alispell
J o h a n  M iller '56 G re a t F a lls D ick  H ug h es ’7 2 /7 3 * M issou la
S tu  N icholson ’59 G re a t F a lls M ark  B row n ’72 B u tte
B o b  B rag g M ike H o u tonen ’72 K alispell
(T ru s t Corp.) '62 G re a t  F a lls L in  A key ex '73 K alispell
R ic h a rd  C ow ee ’62 B illin g s D ale  W oolhiser '73 C oeur d ’A lene
F red  D onich ’62 B u tte Bill N ew m an ’76 B u tte
J o h n  M ieyr ex  '63 G re a t F a lls T om  P elletier ’76 M issou la
D ick  R ognas ’63 L ew iston Phil P erszyk ’76 M issou la
B ob  B ra ig ’64 K alispell B o b  S im onson ’77 G re a t F a lls
B ru ce  M adsen ’64 G re a t F a lls J o h n  Bebee ’7 8 /8 0 * G re a t F a lls
P a t  C onnors ’65 B u tte B rad  D ugdale ’79 C oeur d ’A lene
T im  Keefe ex  ’67 B u tte S u sa n  R oss ’79 G re a t F a lls
Bill B eam an ’6 7 /7 2 * H elena M ary  B rennan ’80 G re a t F a lls
B ob  L ehrk ind ex '68* B ozem an K reg  Jo n es '80 G re a t F alls
J im  S earles '68 M issoula J o h n  D ay ries
G reg  B ark u s ’69 K alispell (Faculty) ’81 M issou la
P au l E ichw ald '69 M issoula Rebecca H and-S m ith ’81 G re a t F a lls
D on  K nu tson T oby  E ng lish ’85 K alispell
(T ru s t Corp.) ex  '70 G re a t F alls
* G ra d u a te  School
D .A . D av id son  & Co. o ffers a  p ro fessional tra in in g  p ro g ram . I f  such  a n  o p p o rtu n ity  
in te re s ts  y ou . c o n ta c t G e rry  M eyer, V ice P res id en t, T ra in in g , D .A . D av id son  & Co., 
B ox 5015. G re a t F alls. M o n ta n a  59403. o r  ca ll (406) 727-4200.
Transportation
Co.
FOOL TOUR NEST EGG 
IN OUR BASKET
YOUR NEST EGG WORKS FOR YOU A N D  THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
•  Contribute irrevocable gifts of cash or securities to the 
Pooled Income Fund.
• Each named income beneficiary receives a share of the 
annual net income earned.
Realize a deduction for present value of the charitable 
remainder interest when you contribute.
► Earn a life income!
• Save estate taxes and probate costs while 
you help the University of Montana!
This is only one of our planned giving 
options. For more information contact:
University of Montana Foundation 
P.O. Box 7159
Missoula, MT 59807
U n iv e rs ity  o f  M o n ta n a  
O ffice  o f  U n iv e rs ity  R e la tio n s  
2 2 4  B ra n t ly  H a ll 
M isso u la , M T  59812-1313
N o n -p ro f it  O rg . 
U .S .  P o s ta g e  
P A ID  
U n iv e rs ity  o f  M o n ta
A d d re s s  C o r re c t io n  R e q u e s te d Dale & Coburn Johnson 
450 Burlington Avenue 
Missoula MT 59801-5740
